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Abstract11

This study presents the mathematical formulation and implementation of a12

comprehensive optimization framework for the assessment of shale gas resources. The13

framework simultaneously integrates water management and the design and planning of14

the shale gas supply chain, from the shale formation to final product demand centers and15

from fresh water supply for hydraulic fracturing to water injection and/or disposal. The16

framework also addresses some issues regarding wastewater quality, i.e. total dissolved17

solids (TDS) concentration, as well as spatial and temporal variations in gas composition,18

features that typically arise in exploiting shale formations. In addition, the proposed19

framework also considers the integration of different modeling, simulation and20

optimization tools that are commonly used in the energy sector to evaluate the technical21

and economic viability of new energy sources. Finally, the capabilities of the proposed22

framework are illustrated through two case studies (A and B) involving 5 well-pads23

operating with constant and variable gas composition, respectively. The effects of the24

modeling of variable TDS concentration in the produced wastewater is also addressed in25

case study B.26
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1 Introduction27

It is expected that primary energy demand will continue to increase in the next28

decades. According to the BP Energy Outlook (BP 2014), world primary energy29

consumption is expected to increase roughly 41% from 2012 to 2035, with an average30

annual growth rate of 1.5%. Fossil fuels will remain the major source of energy, with a31

share of 81% in 2035. Among fossil fuels, gas consumption will increase the most by 1.9%32

per year. Nearly half of the growth in global gas supply will be provided by shale gas, which33

is projected to grow 6.5% per year. Therefore, shale gas resources can play an important34

role in the energy sector in the next decades. However, the production of shale gas35

resources depends extensively on production costs and productivity where minor changes36

in the market conditions can imply significant repercussions on the feasibility and37

profitability of the development of a shale gas play. In addition, different environmental38

impacts have been identified associated with the development of shale gas plays. In39

particular, the depletion and degradation of water sources, as well as the potential for40

underground water contamination, are major concerns that could and do hinder the41

development of these resources (Clark et al. 2013; Eaton 2013; Jenner and Lamadrid 2013;42

Vidic et al. 2013; Warner et al. 2013; Siirola 2014). Thus, the assessment of shale gas43

resources is a challenging problem where economic and environmental aspects need to be44

considered at both the individual field and supply chain decision levels.45

Shale gas refers to natural gas trapped within sedimentary rocks, which are46

characterized by relatively low porosity and permeability when compared to conventional47

natural gas (see Figure 1 and Table 1). Therefore, shale gas production requires the48

stimulation of shale formation in order to increase its permeability, facilitating the flow of49

natural gas from the formation matrix to the well (Guarnone et al. 2012; Mohaghegh 2013;50

Rivard et al. 2014). Recent advances in horizontal well drilling and hydraulic fracturing51

technologies have made the stimulation of shale formations and the production of52

economic volumes of unconventional natural gas feasible (Kinnaman 2011; Olmstead et al.53

2013; Vidic and Brantley 2013; Wilson and Durlofsky 2013; Rivard et al. 2014). Despite54

these developments, the recovery factors of the original gas-in-place for unconventional55

natural gas, typically in the order of 20-30%, are considerably lower than those for56
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conventional natural gas resources, which are commonly between 80% and 90% (Kaiser57

2012a, 2012b). The production of shale gas involves fluid storage and transport58

mechanisms, which include nonlinear adsorption/desorption processes, non-Darcy flows,59

complex flow geometry, and multi-scaled heterogeneity. Given that these phenomena are60

poorly understood, the modeling and simulation of natural gas production from shale61

formation have captured the attention of the academic and engineering community in62

recent years (Clarkson et al. 2011; Dahaghi and Mohaghegh 2011; Bustin and Bustin 2012;63

Clarkson 2013; Mohaghegh 2013; Patzek et al. 2013; Heller and Zoback 2014; Patwardhan64

et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2014). A comprehensive review including the characterization of shale65

gas reservoirs, production techniques and modeling and simulation advances is provided66

by the authors in Calderón et al. 201567

The production of shale gas requires much more water over its life cycle (13-37 L/GJ68

or 3.63-10.32 gallon/ million Btu) than the production of conventional natural gas, which69

has a water consumption on the order of 9.3-9.6 L/GJ or 2.59-2.68 gallon/ million Btu70

(Clark et al. 2013). In the particular case of the Marcellus shale formation, the direct life71

cycle water consumption is estimated to be between 2,600-21,000 m3/well or 0.68-5.5572

million gallon/well. Well hydraulic fracturing accounts for about 86% of the total (direct73

plus indirect) freshwater consumption excluding gas utilization (Jiang et al. 2014). About74

10–40 percent of the fracturing fluid, which is a mixture of water (≈90-95 vol%), proppants 75

(≈ 4-9 vol%), and chemical modifiers (≈ less than 1 vol%), will return to the surface during 76

the first few weeks (1-2 weeks) after fracturing. This wastewater is known as flowback77

water (Gregory et al. 2011; Slutz et al. 2012; Eaton 2013; Jackson et al. 2014; Sovacool78

2014; Vengosh et al. 2014). The typical initial flowback water flow rate could be around79

1,000 m3/day (0.26 million gallon/day). In addition, after the flowback period, water from80

the formation is produced at the surface in much lower volumes (2–8 m3/day or 528-2,11381

gallon/day) over the lifetime of the well, this wastewater is known as produced water82

(Gregory et al. 2011; Barbot et al. 2013; Warner et al. 2013; Nicot et al. 2014; Vengosh et al.83

2014). Both flowback and produced water can be characterized by the concentration of84

total suspended solids (TSS), total dissolved solids (TDS), cations like calcium, magnesium,85

iron, barium, and strontium, anions including chloride, bicarbonate, phosphate, and sulfate,86
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as well as radioactive radium (Slutz et al. 2012; Horner et al. 2013; Vengosh et al. 2014). It87

is important to note that shale gas wastewater (flowback and produced water) composition88

varies spatially and temporally (Barbot et al. 2013). Typical TSS concentration varies from89

1-500 mg/L for both flowback and produced water, while TDS concentration varies90

between 5,000-250,000 mg/L and between 10,000-336,000 mg/L for flowback and91

produced water, correspondingly (Fedotov et al. 2013). As a reference, typical TDS92

concentration is less than 1,000 mg/L for fresh water and about 25,000 mg/L for seawater93

(Vengosh et al. 2014). Concentration of TDS in wastewater is lower at the beginning and94

increases as time progresses, given that minerals and organic constituents present in the95

formation dissolve into the fracturing fluid (Gregory et al. 2011; Slutz et al. 2012). The96

concentration of TDS is one of the most important evaluation parameters for wastewater97

treatment economics and management strategy, as it has a direct impact on the maximum98

amount of the wastewater that can be blended with fresh water to make-up the overall99

required water for the fracturing fluid (Slutz et al. 2012; Rahm and Riha 2014).100

Existing shale gas wastewater management strategies can be classified into the101

following three categories: disposal, re-use, and recycling (Slutz et al. 2012; Horner et al.102

2013; Rahm and Riha 2014). The disposal strategy consists of using fresh water sources for103

hydraulic fracturing and the disposal of wastewater into injection wells. By contrast, re-use104

strategy includes the treatment (primary) of wastewater followed by blending with fresh105

water to obtain the necessary water for the fracturing process. Finally, the recycling106

strategy consists of more intensive treatment (secondary and /or tertiary) of the107

wastewater to achieve fresh water quality, either for blending with fresh water to generate108

the fracturing fluid or for environmental discharge (Slutz et al. 2012; Horner et al. 2013).109

The optimal wastewater management strategy depends on many factors, including110

treatment costs, availability of injection wells, disposal costs, blending compatibility111

between fresh water and treated water, quality of wastewater (i.e. concentration of TDS),112

logistic constraints, and fracturing fluid specifications.113

Since there are a number of important issues regarding shale gas production, such as,114

water supply and wastewater management, some publications have been focused on the115

assessment of the impacts and risks of shale gas development on water resources (Nicot116
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and Scanlon 2012; Rahm et al. 2013; Vidic et al. 2013; Warner et al. 2013; Jackson et al.117

2013; Mitchell et al. 2013; Olmstead et al. 2013; Brantley et al. 2014; Goodwin et al. 2014;118

Rahm and Riha 2014; Vengosh et al. 2014; Nicot et al. 2014; Pacsi et al. 2014) and on119

neighboring communities (Jacquet 2014). Similarly, other works have been concentrated120

on the evaluation and optimization of water supply and wastewater management121

strategies for shale gas production (Slutz et al. 2012; Horner et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2014;122

Gao and You 2015). Another important aspects, related to the development of shale gas123

resources, that have captured the attention of some authors are the assessment of carbon124

footprint and greenhouse gas emissions (Stephenson et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2011;125

Burnham et al. 2012; Weber and Clavin 2012; Laurenzi and Jersey 2013; Chang et al.126

2014a, 2014b; Field et al. 2014; Heath et al. 2014; Stamford and Azapagic 2014). Additional127

work has been focused on the optimization and economic evaluation of shale gas128

production, without or with little attention to water supply and wastewater management129

(Kaiser 2012a, 2012b; Weijermars 2013, 2014, 2015; Wilson and Durlofsky 2013; Cafaro130

and Grossmann 2014; Williams-Kovacs and Clarkson 2014; Xia et al. 2015). Some studies131

have been published addressing the relation of shale gas with environmental and energy132

security (Kargbo et al. 2010; Bazilian et al. 2014; Knudsen et al. 2014), climate change (Hou133

et al. 2012; Jenner and Lamadrid 2013; McJeon et al. 2014; Zoback and Arent 2014), and134

economic and financial aspects (Kinnaman 2011; McGlade et al. 2013; Melikoglu 2014;135

Weijermars 2014; Calderón et al. 2015a). Additionally, regulations and policies associated136

with the development of those resources have also been studied (Rahm 2011; Bistline137

2014; Konschnik and Boling 2014; Xia et al. 2015).138

In recent years, there has been an intense debate regarding whether shale gas139

produced by hydraulic fracturing is desirable or not (Howarth et al. 2011; Hou et al. 2012;140

Malakoff 2014; Sovacool 2014). The objective of this work is to provide a systematic tool141

that enables researchers and stakeholders to assess the merits of exploiting shale gas142

resources in a certain region while considering its inherent characteristics and restrictions.143

Accordingly, in this work we present an optimization framework for the assessment of144

shale gas resources from a supply chain perspective. The proposed framework takes into145

account different alternatives regarding fresh water supply and wastewater management146
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strategies, as well as well-pad design (i.e. number of wells per well-pad, length of each well,147

and number of hydraulic fractures per well). To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is148

the first paper addressing water management, well-pad design, as well as shale gas supply149

chain design and optimization in an integrated fashion. The novelties of the proposed work150

are summarized as follows:151

• Off-line integration of reservoir simulation tools in shale gas supply chain design152

and planning: Implementation of reservoir simulation techniques to estimate gas153

production profiles for different configurations of the well-pads. The selection of the154

candidate well-pad designs is based not only on the economics but also on the water155

intensity, which is an environmental criterion. Additionally, the off-line integration of156

reservoir simulators for the design and planning of shale gas supply chains is especially157

useful in cases where historical production data is not available.158

• Off-line integration of geographic information systems for the design of potential159

infrastructure of shale gas and water supply chains, as well as for the estimation of hydric160

resources: Use of geographic information systems (ArgcGis 10.2) for the design of the161

potential infrastructure for gas and water transport and processing. Additionally, ArgcGis is162

used to carry out a national hydrological balance to estimate water availability based on163

historical data on precipitation, evapotranspiration, infiltration, and downstream demand.164

• Proposed novel formulation of water management aspects: This formulation165

considers the explicit modeling of water blending for fracturing operation as well as in166

wastewater treatment plants. The formulation also takes into account, in an explicitly form,167

constraints on Total Dissolved Solid (TDS) in fracturing operations and wastewater168

treatment plants. Additionally, the formulation can be easily extended to take into account169

other wastewater properties such as Total Suspended Solids (TSS). Moreover, the170

formulation can accommodate spatial and temporal variations in TDS concentration.171

• Integration of the design and planning of the gas supply chain along with water172

management: The optimization framework allows the simultaneous optimization of the173

decisions involved in the design and planning of the gas supply chain and the water174

management. Our findings reveal that the assessment of both supply chains (gas and175
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water) cannot be decoupled from each other. The full understanding of the intrinsic176

synergies between these components requires that these types of planning problems be177

analyzed in an integrated fashion.178

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First, we present the problem statement,179

including a generic big picture view of shale gas supply chain integrated with water supply180

and wastewater management options. Then, we present the mathematical formulation of181

the optimization model, including the economic objective function along with strategic,182

logistic, and operational constraints. Next, the capabilities of the proposed optimization183

framework are demonstrated through Case Study A and Case Study B where gas184

composition is considered to be constant and variable, respectively. Finally, we summarize185

the contributions of this work and the directions for future work.186

2 Problem statement187

The development of shale gas resources involve many strategic and operational188

decisions, including the selection of sources of water for fracking processes, selection of189

well-pads location and design, the design of gas and liquid pipelines network, technology,190

location, and capacity for wastewater treatment plants, and the location and design of gas191

processing plants. A generic shale gas supply chain superstructure is presented in Figure 2.192

The general shale gas supply chain infrastructure includes a set of potential freshwater193

sources  f F with specific water availability for each time period   ,WateAvai f t .194

Different well-pad designs  d D can be used to produce shale gas from potential well-195

pads  w W , each well-pad having a specific location. In addition, each well-pad design is196

defined in terms of total number of wells, length and location of each well, and number of197

hydraulic fractures completed in each well.198

Shale gas produced from well-pads can be sent to gas plants  p P either directly or199

through compressor stations  c C . Moreover, produced and flowback water can be200

either processed in water treatment plants  h H or sent to injection/disposal sites201

 s S depending on treated water quality and disposal capacity constraints. The shale gas202
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is composed of a mix of different chemical species including hydrocarbons like methane,203

ethane; condensable fractions of propane, butane, iso-butane, etc. and other gases such as204

carbon dioxide and nitrogen. All those species are defined by the set i I . Final products205

from gas processing plants are sent to demand centers. For instance, gas product is sent to206

methane demand centers to supply demand from power plants, residential sector and207

external customers. Liquid ethane is sent to ethane demand centers to supply demand from208

petrochemical facilities and others possible customers. The other liquid hydrocarbons (C3+)209

are considered to be sold to customers at the gas processing plant locations at a given210

plant-gate price, thus no transportation is required for those products.211

3 Mathematical formulation212

In this section we describe the deterministic optimization model for the design and213

planning of shale gas supply chains, with water supply and wastewater management214

considerations. The mathematical model is as follows:215

3.1 Objective function216

The objective function is to maximize the Net Present Value (NPV), defined as the217

cash flow ܥ ܨℎܽݏ (ݐ)ݓ݈ minus capital expenditures ܥ ݁ܽ ,(ݐ)ݔ associated with the design of218

the shale gas supply chain, as described in Equation (1). The scalar ߛ represents the annual219

interest rate and ݐ is the index for time periods, quarters in this case.220

ݔܽ݉ ܸܰܲ = 
ܥ ܨℎܽݏ (ݐ)ݓ݈ − ܥ ݁ܽ (ݐ)ݔ

(1 + ௧ି(ߛ ଵ

௧

(1)

221

3.1.1 Cash flow222

Cash flow is defined as the profit before taxes ݂ݎܲ (ݐ)݅ݐ plus depreciation minus tax223

amount ܶ ݁ܽݔ ,(ݐ)ݏ as described in Equation (2). Here, depreciation is expressed as a linear224

function of the capital expenditures using a given depreciation rate ܦ 225.(ݐ,ᇱݐ)ܴ݁

ܥ ܨℎܽݏ (ݐ)ݓ݈ = ݂ݎܲ (ݐ)݅ݐ +  ܦ ܴ݁ (ݐ,ᇱݐ)

௧ᇲ

∗ ܥ ܽ (ᇱݐ)݁ݔ − ܶ ݁ܽݔ (ݐ)ݏ ∀ ݐ (2)

226
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3.1.2 Capital expenditures227

Capital expenditures consist of the sum of the investment in well-pads drilling and228

hydraulic fracturing, pipelines for transport raw gas, compressor stations, water treatment229

plants, gas processing plants, and pipeline for deliver final products, as shown in Equation230

Error! Reference source not found..231

ܥ ݁ܽ (ݐ)ݔ = ܥ ݁ܽ ܹݔ (ݐ)ܧ + ܥ ܽ ܲ݁ݔ (ݐ)ܫ + ܥ ݁ܽ (ݐ)ܱܥݔ + ܥ ݁ܽ ܹݔ (ݐ)ܣ
+ ܥ ݁ܽ (ݐ)ܣܩݔ + ܥ ݁ܽ ܲݔ (ݐ)ܬ ∀ ݐ

(3)

232

3.1.3 Profit and taxes233

The profit associated with the shale gas supply chain operation is estimated as the234

revenue ܴ ݁݁ݒ ݑ݊ (ݐ݁) minus royalties�ܴ ܽݕ ,(ݐ)ݕ݈ݐ water transportation cost�ܶ ܽݎ 235,(ݐ)ݐݏܥݏ݊

operating expenditures�ܱ ݁ ,(ݐ)ݔ and depreciation, as defined in Equation236

Error! Reference source not found.. For periods in which the profit is positive, a taxation237

charge is typically imposed. The taxation charge is defined as the tax rate tr times profit.238

Equations Error! Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source not found.239

guarantee that taxes are applied only when profit is positive: taxes are set to zero240

otherwise. However, it is important to clarify that in some situations; tax laws allow losses241

in one or more years to be carried over so as to reduce the tax burden in profitable years. In242

this case, Equations Error! Reference source not found. and243

Error! Reference source not found. should be modified accordingly to the tax system that244

is applicable for the study.245

݂ݎܲ (ݐ)݅ݐ = ܴ ݁݁ݒ ݁ݑ݊ −(ݐ) ܽݕܴ (ݐ)ݕ݈ݐ − ܽݎܶ −(ݐ)ݐݏܥݏ݊ ܱ݁ (ݐ)ݔ −  ܦ ܴ݁ (ݐ,ᇱݐ)

௧ᇲ

∗ ܥ ݁ܽ (′ݐ)ݔ ∀ ݐ

(4)

246

ܶ ݁ܽݔ (ݐ)ݏ ≥ ∗ݎݐ ݂ݎܲ (ݐ)݅ݐ ∀ ݐ (5)
247

ܶ ݁ܽݔ (ݐ)ݏ ≥ 0 ∀ ݐ (6)
248

3.1.4 Revenue249

The revenue from selling final products to markets, is estimated as stated in250

Equation Error! Reference source not found., where ݅ݎܲ ܿ݁ ( ,݅ (ݐ݆, is the price for product ݅251

in market ݆during period andݐ ܨ ,)ܬܲݓ݈ ,݅ (ݐ݆, is the flow rate of product ݅from gas plant 252
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to demand center ݆ during periodݐ�. In addition, the variable ܴ ݁݁ݒ (ݐ)3ܥ represents the253

income from selling C3+ hydrocarbons at gas processing plant locations.254

ܴ ݁݁ݒ ݑ݊ (ݐ݁) =   ݅ݎܲ ܿ݁ ( ,݅ (ݐ݆,

|(,)∈

∗  ܨ ,)ܬܲݓ݈ ,݅ (ݐ݆,



+ ܴ ݁݁ݒ (ݐ)3ܥ ∀ ݐ (7)

255

3.1.5 Royalties256

Royalties are payment to resource owners for the permission to explore and exploit257

the resources found in their lands (shale gas in this case); this cost component is modeled258

through Equation Error! Reference source not found., here scalar roy represents the259

royalty rate.260

ܽݕܴ (ݐ)ݕ݈ݐ = ∗ݕݎ ܴ ݁݁ݒ ݑ݊ (ݐ݁) ∀ ݐ (8)
261

3.1.6 Water transportation cost262

Total water transport cost ൫ܶ ܽݎ ൯(ݐ)ݐݏܥ݊ consist of the sum of the cost of263

transportation from freshwater suppliers to well-pads, from well-pads to water treatment264

plants, from well-pads to disposal sites, from water treatment plants to well-pads, and from265

water treatment plants to disposal sites, as shown in Equation266

Error! Reference source not found..267

ܽݎܶ (ݐ)ݐݏܥ݊ = ܹܨݐݏܥ (ݐ) + ܹݐݏܥ (ݐ)ܪ + ܹݐݏܥ (ݐܵ) + ܹܪݐݏܥ (ݐ) + ܪݐݏܥ (ݐܵ) ∀ ݐ (9)
268

3.1.7 Operating expenditures269

Operating expenditures include the annual cost of operating well-pads ܱ݁ ܹݔ 270,(ݐ)ܧ

gas pipelines for transporting raw gas from well-pads to either compressor stations271

ܱ݁ ܹݔ (ݐ)ܥ or gas plants ܱ݁ ܹݔ ,(ݐ)ܲ compressor stations ܱ݁ ,(ݐ)ܱܥݔ water treatment272

plants ܱ݁ ܹݔ ,(ݐ)ܣ gas processing plants ܱ݁ ,(ݐ)ܣܩݔ and pipelines for transporting final273

products to demand centers ܱ݁ (ݐ)ܫܦݔ are estimated from Equation274

Error! Reference source not found..275

ܱ݁ (ݐ)ݔ = ܱ݁ ܹݔ (ݐ)ܧ + ܱ݁ ܹݔ (ݐ)ܥ + ܱ݁ ܹݔ (ݐ)ܲ + ܱ݁ (ݐ)ܱܥݔ + ܱ݁ ܹݔ (ݐ)ܣ
+ ܱ݁ (ݐ)ܣܩݔ + ܱ݁ (ݐ)ܫܦݔ ∀ ݐ

(10)

276
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3.1.8 Investment budget277

Since there is a significant risk associated with the shale gas businesses and at the278

same time oil and gas companies usually have limited budgets for investment on specific279

projects, Equation Error! Reference source not found. ensures that capital expenditures280

do not exceed the maximum capital budget ܯ ݊ܫܽݔ ݒ that is available for investment on shale281

gas projects.282

283


ܥ ݁ܽ (ݐ)ݔ

(1 + 1−ݐ(ߛ
௧

≤ ܯ ݊ܫܽݔ ݒ (11)

284

3.2 Freshwater supply285

Freshwater sources are required to provide freshwater for hydraulic fracking at286

well-pads locations. These sources are constrained in water availability, since local water287

resources are not infinitely available. In addition, freshwater should be transported from288

freshwater sources to well-pad locations, which entails a transportation cost.289

3.2.1 Availability290

The availability of freshwater from a specific source may depend on the season,291

environmental flow, and downstream water demand. Equation292

Error! Reference source not found. accounts for the freshwater availability restriction,293

where ( , , )FlowFW f w t is the flow rate of freshwater transported from source f to well-294

pad location w during period t . The linkage between freshwater source and potential well-295

pad locations is defined by the set lfw .296

 ܨ ܹܨݓ݈ ( ݓ݂, (ݐ,

௪ |(,௪ )∈௪

≤ ܹ ݁ܽݐ ܽݒܣ (݅ (ݐ݂, ∀ ݐ݂, (12)

297

3.2.2 Acquisition and Transportation costs298

Acquisition and transportation costs related to the supply of freshwater for299

hydraulic fracking depend on both well-pad location and total freshwater withdrawal, as300

stated in Equation Error! Reference source not found.. The parameter ݁ݎܨݐݏܥ )ݏ 301(ݓ݂,

refers to the unit transportation cost for freshwater from source ݂ to well-pad location ݓ .302

Similarly, parameter ܣݐݏܥ )ܿݍ )݂ denotes the unit water acquisition cost for source�݂ .303
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ܹܨݐݏܥ (ݐ) =  ቌܣݐݏܥ )ܿݍ )݂ ∗  ܨ ܹܨݓ݈ ( ݓ݂, (ݐ,

௪ |(,௪ )∈௪

+  ݁ݎܨݐݏܥ )ݏ (ݓ݂, ∗ ܨ ܹܨݓ݈ ( ݓ݂, (ݐ,

௪ |(,௪ )∈௪

ቍ ∀ ݐ

(13)

304

3.3 Well-pads305

In order to produce shale gas from potential well-pad locations, vertical and306

horizontal wells need to be drilled and hydraulically fractured. The water demand for307

fracking the shale formation as well as wastewater production profiles depends on both308

well-pad location and design. Well-pad design is expressed in terms of total number of309

wells, length of each well, and number of hydraulic fractures completed in each well. From310

the supply chain point of view, the design of well-pads is a key decision variable. In311

particular, the optimal design for a specific well-pad location can be a function of gas prices,312

water availability constraints, and petrophysical properties of the formation, such as313

porosity and permeability. For Instance, the U.S. Energy Information Administration, in314

2012, reported that the total average cost, including drilling and completion expenses, per315

horizontal well in Bakken, Eagle Ford, and Marcellus formations varies between316

approximately $6.5 million and $9 million317

(http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=7910&src=email). Therefore, well-pad318

design is an important variable to be considered when designing a shale gas supply chain.319

320

3.3.1 Well-pad design321

In this work, well-pad design, location, and timing are considered the most322

important decisions related to shale gas production. These decisions are captured in the323

binary variable ܹ ݈݁ ݈ܦ )݁ݏ ݓ݀, .(ݐ, This variable is equal to one if well-pad design ݀ is selected324

for potential well-pad w during period ;ݐ the variable is equal to zero otherwise. The well-325

pad designs are decision variables in our model. They are implicitly represented by326

different potential gas and wastewater production profiles for each well-pad location based327

on shale gas reservoir simulations. Among these, the most appropriate well-pad design or328

configuration for each location is selected as well as the timing of drilling operations. Then,329
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the binary variable ܹ ݈݁ ݈ܦ )݁ݏ ݓ݀, (ݐ, is used to estimate gas and wastewater production330

profiles for each location, which change with time. Since only one well-pad design can be331

activated during the whole time horizon for a specific potential well-pad location, the332

constraint defined in Equation Error! Reference source not found. needs to be imposed333

on the binary variable ܹ ݈݁ ݈ܦ )݁ݏ ݓ݀, .(ݐ, In addition, for each time period, the total number of334

wells drilled should not exceed the maximum number of wells ܯ ܹܽݔ ݈݁ t݈hat can be drilled,335

as expressed in Equation Error! Reference source not found.. The maximum number of336

wells ܯ ܹܽݔ ݈݈݁ is determined by the total number of rigs that are available times the337

number of wells that a single rig can drill during one period of time. Parameter338

ܹ݉ݑܰ ݈݁ (݈݀) is defined as the number of wells considered in design .݀339

  ܹ ݈݁ ݈ܦ )݁ݏ ݓ݀, (ݐ,

௧ௗ

≤ 1 ∀ ݓ (14)

340

  ܹ݉ݑܰ ݈݁ (݈݀) ∗ ܹ ݈݁ ݈ܦ )݁ݏ ݓ݀, (ݐ,

௪ௗ

≤ ܯ ܹܽݔ ݈݁ ∀ ݐ (15)

341

3.3.2 Shale gas production342

Shale gas production is expressed as a function of the well-pad design chosen for343

each potential well-pad location, as defined in Equation344

Error! Reference source not found.. Here, the parameter ܹ ݈݁ ݈ܩ )ܽݏ ݓ݀, (′ݐ, represents345

current gas production associated with design ݀ for well-pad ݓ of age .′ݐ Shale gas346

production from well-pads can be either sent to compressor stations or directly to gas347

processing plants, as stated in Equation Error! Reference source not found.. The variable348

ܨ ܹݓ݈ ݓ)ܥ , (ݐܿ, represents the flow rate of shale gas transported from well-pad ݓ to349

compressor station ܿduring period .ݐ Similarly, ܨ ܹݓ݈ ݓ)ܲ (ݐ,, represents the flow rate of350

shale gas transported from well-pad ݓ to gas processing plant  during period .ݐ The set351

݈ܿݓ contains all of the possible connections between well-pads and compressor stations.352

Similarly, set ݈ݓ contains all of the possible connections between well-pads and gas353

plants.354

ℎ݈ܵܽ ݀ݎܲ ݓ) (ݐ, =   ܹ ݈݁ ݈ܩ )ܽݏ ݓ݀, (′ݐ, ∗ ܹ ݈݁ ݈ܦ )݁ݏ ݓ݀, −ݐ, (′ݐ

௧ᇲஸ௧ି ଵௗ

∀ ݓ ݐ, (16)

355
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ℎ݈ܵܽ ݀ݎܲ ݓ) (ݐ, =  ܨ ܹݓ݈ ݓ)ܥ , (ݐܿ,

|(௪ ,)∈௪

+  ܨ ܹݓ݈ ݓ)ܲ (ݐ,,

|(௪ ,)∈௪

∀ ݓ ݐ, (17)

356

3.3.3 Shale gas composition and component flows357

With regard to the shale gas composition, three cases can be considered. First, in358

order to avoid bilinear terms in the problem formulation, shale gas composition can be set359

at constant values; however this assumption may not represent the real situation in shale360

gas formations. Secondly, shale gas composition can be considered as a function of well-pad361

location and design, due to the fact that shale gas formations are highly heterogeneous.362

Lastly, shale gas composition can be function of well-pad location and design as well as363

well-pad age, as shale gas is made up of different components whose desorption is364

selective, such that some components are produced first and others later. Here, shale gas365

composition is expressed as function of the binary variable  , , tWellDes d w , as given in366

Equation Error! Reference source not found.. The parameter  , , , 'Comp i d w t represents367

the composition of component i associated with design d for well-pad w of age 't .368

Equation Error! Reference source not found. is general and can represent any of the369

cases mentioned above. However, if shale gas composition is assumed to be constant370

everywhere and over time, then Equation Error! Reference source not found. is not371

needed due to the fact that shale gas composition becomes a known parameter.372

Moreover, there is a particular case where even with variable gas composition the373

bilinear terms related to material balances in compressor stations can be avoided. That374

case happens when the supply chain model is forced to choose only one gas processing375

plant. In this case, estimation of component flows becomes more appropriate than the376

estimation of gas composition. Individual component flows from well-pads are estimated377

through Equation Error! Reference source not found., where the variable  , ,Prod i w t378

represents the production of shale gas component i from well-pad w during period t .379

݉ܥ ܹ ( ݓ݅, (ݐ, =   ݉ܥ ) ,݅ ݓ݀, (′ݐ,

ௗ

∗ ܹ ݈݁ ݈ܦ )݁ݏ ݓ݀, −ݐ, (ᇱݐ

௧ᇲஸ௧ି ଵ

∀ ݓ݅, ݐ, (18)

380
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݀ݎܲ ( ݓ݅, (ݐ, =   ݉ܥ ) ,݅ ݓ݀, (′ݐ,

ௗ

∗ ܹ ݈݁ ݈ܩ )ܽݏ ݓ݀, (ᇱݐ, ∗ ܹ ݈݁ ݈ܦ )݁ݏ ݓ݀, −ݐ, (ᇱݐ

௧ᇲஸ௧ି ଵ

∀ ݓ݅, ݐ, (19)

381

3.3.4 Water demand and specifications for hydraulic fracturing382

Water demand for hydraulic fracking ܹ ݉݁ܦܽݐ ( ,(ݓ݀, which is a function of both383

design and well-pad location, can be supplied from freshwater resources and water384

treatment plants as expressed in Equation Error! Reference source not found.. Flow385

rates from freshwater sources and water treatment plants are represented by variables386

ܨ ܹܨݓ݈ ( ݓ݂, (ݐ, and ܨ ܹܪݓ݈ (ℎ,ݓ ,(ݐ, respectively. The link between water treatment plants387

and potential well-pads is defined by the set ℎ݈ݓ . In addition, in order to avoid scaling and388

other issues, treated water and fresh water blends for hydraulic fracturing have to meet the389

specification regarding TDS concentration, as expressed in Equation390

Error! Reference source not found.. Parameters ݂ܵܦܶ ( )݂ and ܦܶ ℎܵ(ℎ) represent the TDS391

concentration in water stream from freshwater sources and water treatment plants,392

respectively. In addition, parameter ܯ ܶܽݔ ܵܦ represents the maximum allowed TDS393

concentration in the water blend. This specification could be a function of well-pad394

location, in which case the parameter ܯ ܶܽݔ ܵܦ must be indexed by well-pad location 395ݓ

ܯ) ܶܽݔ ܦ .((ݓܵ) It is important to note that there could be additional specifications imposed396

on the water blend, for instant maximum allowed concentration of hardness ions like397

Calcium, Chlorides, Barium and Strontium. In this case equations similar to Equation398

Error! Reference source not found. should be included for those additional requirements399

on water blend quality.400

 ܨ ܹܨݓ݈ ( ݓ݂, (ݐ,

|(,௪ )∈௪

+  ܨ ܹܪݓ݈ (ℎ,ݓ (ݐ,

|(,௪ )∈௪

=  ܹ ݉݁ܦܽݐ ( (ݓ݀, ∗ ܹ ݈݁ ݈ܦ )݁ݏ ݓ݀, (ݐ,

ௗ

∀ ݓ ݐ,
(20)

401

 ݂ܵܦܶ ( )݂ ∗ ܨ ܹܨݓ݈ ( ݓ݂, (ݐ,

|(,௪ )∈௪

+  ܦܶ ℎܵ(ℎ) ∗ ܨ ܹܪݓ݈ (ℎ,ݓ (ݐ,

|(,௪ )∈௪

≤ ܯ ܶܽݔ ∗ܵܦ   ܹ ݈݁ ݈ܹ ݁ܽݐ ( ݓ݀, (ᇱݐ, ∗ ܹ ݈݁ ݈ܦ )݁ݏ ݓ݀, −ݐ, (ᇱݐ

௧ᇲஸ௧ି ଵௗ

∀ ݓ ݐ,
(21)

402
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3.3.5 Water production403

Water production profiles, flowback plus produced water, are calculated using404

Equation Error! Reference source not found.. The parameter ܹ ݈݁ ݈ܹ ݁ܽݐ ( ݓ݀, ᇱ)405ݐ,

represents the water production flow rate associated with design ݀ for well-pad ݓ of age 406.′ݐ

This parameter includes the flowback water after a fracturing process and the produced407

water inherent to the shale formation. The water production balance is described in408

Equation Error! Reference source not found.. The variable ܨ ܹݓ݈ ݓ)ܪ , ℎ,ݐ) represents409

the water flowrate from well-pad ݓ to treatment plant ℎ during period .ݐ Likewise, variable410

ܨ ܹݓ݈ ݓܵ) (ݐ,ݏ, represents the water flowrate from well-pad ݓ to disposal site ݏ during411

period .ݐ The linkage between well-pads and disposal sites is defined by the set 412.ݏ݈ݓ

ܹ ݁ܽݐ ݀ݎܲ ݓ) (ݐ, =   ܹ ݈݁ ݈ܹ ݁ܽݐ ( ݓ݀, (ᇱݐ, ∗ ܹ ݈݁ ݈ܦ )݁ݏ ݓ݀, −ݐ, (ᇱݐ

௧ᇲஸ௧ି ଵௗ

∀ ݓ ݐ, (22)

413

ܹ ݁ܽݐ ݀ݎܲ ݓ) (ݐ, =  ܨ ܹݓ݈ ݓ)ܪ ,ℎ,ݐ)

|(,௪ )∈௪

+  ܨ ܹݓ݈ ݓܵ) (ݐ,ݏ,

௦|(௪ ,௦)∈௪௦

∀ ݓ ݐ, (23)

414

3.3.6 Water transportation cost415

The cost of transporting water from well-pads to water treatment plants and416

disposal sites is estimated through Equations Error! Reference source not found. and417

Error! Reference source not found., respectively. Unit transportation cost for water from418

well-pads to water treatment plants and disposal sites are defined in parameters419

ܹݐݏܥ ݁ܽݐ ℎ(ݓ , ℎ) and ܹݐݏܥ ݁ܽݐ ݓ)ݏ 420.(ݏ,

ܹݐݏܥ (ݐ)ܪ =   ܹݐݏܥ ݁ܽݐ ℎ(ݓ ,ℎ) ∗ ܨ ܹݓ݈ ݓ)ܪ ,ℎ,ݐ)

|(,௪ )∈௪௪

∀ ݐ (24)

421

ܹݐݏܥ (ݐܵ) =   ܹݐݏܥ ݁ܽݐ ݓ)ݏ (ݏ, ∗ ܨ ܹݓ݈ ݓܵ) (ݐ,ݏ,

௦|(௪ ,௦)∈௪௦௪

∀ ݐ (25)

422

3.3.7 Capital and operating expenditures423

Capital expenditures ܥ ݁ܽ ܹݔ (ݐ)ܧ associated with well-pads are estimated as stated424

in Equation Error! Reference source not found., where parameter ܥ ݁ܽ ܹݔ ݈݁ (݈ 425(ݓ݀,

represents the capital expenditures associated with the implementation of design ݀ in well-426

pad ݓ . In addition, operating expenditures ܱ݁ ܹݔ (ݐ)ܧ are calculated as defined in Equation427
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Error! Reference source not found.. Here, the parameter ܱ݁ ܹݔ ݈݁ (ݓ݈) represents the428

operating expenditure for well-pad ݓ .429

ܥ ݁ܽ ܹݔ (ݐ)ܧ =   ܥ ݁ܽ ܹݔ ݈݁ (݈ (ݓ݀, ∗ ܹ ݈݁ ݈ܦ )݁ݏ ݓ݀, (ݐ,

ௗ௪

∀ ݐ (26)

430

ܱ݁ ܹݔ (ݐ)ܧ =  ܱ݁ ܹݔ ݈݁ (ݓ݈) ∗ ℎ݈ܵܽ ݀ݎܲ ݓ) (ݐ,

௪

∀ ݐ (27)

431

432

3.4 Gas pipelines and compressor stations for raw gas transportation433

Pipelines and compressor stations are required in order to allow the transportation434

of raw gas from well-pads to gas plants. Different capacities can be selected for both435

pipelines and compressor stations, depending on the amount of gas to be transported and436

the distances between well-pads and gas plants. In this work, the gas pipelines and437

compressor stations are not modeled using compressive flow equations. Instead, we design438

the potential pipeline network based on fixed pressures at each node and using a process439

simulator to estimate capital and operating cost for different pipeline or compressor440

capacities. It is important to note that, for pipes, each capacity corresponds to a specific441

commercial size depending on the length of the pipe as well as the pressure drop between442

the inlet and output nodes.443

3.4.1 Gas pipeline capacity: Well-pad to compressor stations444

The capacity of a gas pipeline, for a given time period, is equal to the cumulative445

capacity expansion from the first period until period −ᇱݐ ,ௗݐ as stated in Equation446

Error! Reference source not found.. Scalar ௗݐ represents the lead time for gas pipeline447

construction. Capacity expansions can take discrete sizes only, which are defined by448

parameter ܵ݅ ݁ݖ .(ݍ) The binary variable ݊ܫ ܲݐݏ ݓ ݓ,ݍܿ) , −ᇱݐܿ, (ௗݐ is equal to one if a capacity449

expansion of size ݍ is assigned to gas pipeline from well-pad ݓ to compressor station c450

during period ,ݐ the binary variable is equal to zero otherwise. Set ݒ defines all of the451

possible sizes for gas pipelines. Equation Error! Reference source not found. is used to452

guarantee that up to one size is selected for capacity expansions of a specific gas pipeline453

from well-pads to compressor stations during a given time period.454
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ܨ ܹݓ݈ ݓ)ܥ , (ݐܿ, ≤   ܵ݅ ݁ݖ (ݍ) ∗ ݊ܫ ܲݐݏ ݓ ݓ,ݍܿ) , −ᇱݐܿ, (ௗݐ

∈௩௧ᇲஸ௧

∀ ݓ) , ݓ)|ܿ( , )ܿ ∈ ݈ݓ ݐܿ, (28)

455

 ݊ܫ ܲݐݏ ݓ ݓ,ݍܿ) , (ݐܿ,

∈௩

≤ 1 ∀ ݓ) , ݓ)|ܿ( , )ܿ ∈ ݈ݓ ݐܿ, (29)

456

3.4.2 Material balance for compressor stations457

The gas flow balances in compressor stations are expressed in Equation458

Error! Reference source not found.. The connections between compressor station and459

gas plants are defined by the set .݈ܿ Additionally, set ݈ܿܿ contains the linkage between460

compression stations. The variables ܨ )ܥܥݓ݈ ,ܿ (ݐ,ܿ′ and ܨ )ܲܥݓ݈ (ݐ,ܿ, represent the gas461

flow rate transported between compressor stations and from compressor stations to gas462

plants, respectively. Outlet stream compositions for compressor stations ݉ܥ )ܥ ,݅ (ݐܿ, are463

estimated from Equation Error! Reference source not found., which is bilinear. It is464

important to note that if the composition of shale gas at well-pads is considered constant or465

if only one gas plant is allowed to be installed, the Equation466

Error! Reference source not found. is not needed and can be removed from the model467

formulation. In the first case of constant gas composition, the compressor outlet stream468

compositions become a known parameter equal to gas composition at well-pad locations.469

In the second case, where only one gas plant is allowed to be installed, individual470

component flows are used instead of gas composition.471

 ܨ )ܲܥݓ݈ (ݐ,ܿ,

|(,)∈

+  ܨ )ܥܥݓ݈ ,ܿ (ݐ,ܿ′

ᇱ|(,ᇱ)∈

=  ܨ ܹݓ݈ ݓ)ܥ , (ݐܿ,

௪ |(௪ ,)∈௪

+  ܨ )ܥܥݓ݈ ′ܿ, (ݐܿ,

ᇱ|(ᇱ,)∈

∀ ݐܿ,
(30)

472

݉ܥ )ܥ ,݅ (ݐܿ, ∗ ቌ  ܨ )ܲܥݓ݈ (ݐ,ܿ,

|(,)∈

+  ܨ )ܥܥݓ݈ ,ܿܿᇱ,ݐ)

ᇱ|(,ᇱ)∈

ቍ�=  ݉ܥ ܹ ( ݓ݅, (ݐ, ∗ ܨ ܹݓ݈ ݓ)ܥ , (ݐܿ,

௪ |(௪ ,)∈௪

+  ݉ܥ )ܥ ,݅ܿᇱ,ݐ) ∗ ܨ ,ᇱܿ)ܥܥݓ݈ (ݐܿ,

ᇱ|(ᇱ,)∈

∀ ,݅ ݐܿ,

(31)

473
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3.4.3 Capacity for compressor stations474

Constraints on the maximum capacity for compressor stations are defined in475

Equation Error! Reference source not found., using a similar approach to that in the gas476

pipeline case. The parameter ܵ݅ ݁ݖ (ܿ݉ ) defines the potential capacities for the expansion of477

compressor stations. Additionally, the binary variable ݊ܫ ݉)ܥݐݏ , (ݐܿ, is equal to one if a478

capacity expansion of size ݉ is assigned to compressor station c during period ,ݐ the479

binary variable is equal to zero otherwise. Equation Error! Reference source not found.480

is used to guarantee that up to one size is selected for capacity expansions of compressor481

stations during a given time period.482

 ܨ )ܲܥݓ݈ (ݐ,ܿ,

|(,)∈

+  ܨ )ܥܥݓ݈ ,ܿ (ݐ,ܿ′

ᇱ|(,ᇱ)∈

=   ܵ݅ ݁ݖ (ܿ݉ ) ∗ ݊ܫ ݉)ܥݐݏ , −ᇱݐܿ, (ݐ

௧ᇱஸ௧

∀ ݐܿ,
(32)

483

 ݊ܫ ݉)ܥݐݏ , (ݐܿ,



≤ 1 ∀ ݐܿ, (33)

484

485

3.4.4 Gas pipeline capacity: Between compressor stations486

Analogous to capacity constraints for gas pipelines from well-pads to compressor487

station, capacity for gas pipelines between compressors is defined in Equation488

Error! Reference source not found.. Here, the binary variable ݊ܫ ܲݐݏ ܿܿ ,ݍ) ,ܿܿᇱ,ݐ) is equal to489

one if a capacity expansion of size q is assigned to gas pipeline from compressor station ܿ490

to compressor station ′ܿ during period ,ݐ the binary variable is equal to zero otherwise.491

Equation Error! Reference source not found. guarantees that up to one size is selected492

for capacity expansions of gas pipelines between compressor stations in a single period.493

ܨ )ܥܥݓ݈ ,ܿ (ݐ,ܿ′ ≤   ܵ݅ ݁ݖ (ݍ) ∗ ݊ܫ ܲݐݏ ܿܿ ,ݍ) ,ܿܿᇱ,ݐᇱ− (ௗݐ

∈௩௧ᇲஸ௧

∀ ( ,ܿ ′ܿ)|( ,ܿܿᇱ) ∈ ݈ܿ ݐܿ, (34)

494

 ݊ܫ ܲݐݏ ܿܿ ,ݍ) ,ܿܿᇱ,ݐ)

∈௩

≤ 1 ∀ ( ,ܿ ′ܿ)|( ,ܿܿᇱ) ∈ ݈ܿ ݐܿ, (35)

495
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3.4.5 Gas pipeline capacity: Compressor stations to gas plants496

The maximum capacity for gas pipelines between compressor stations and gas497

plants is defined in Equation Error! Reference source not found.. The binary variable498

݊ܫ ܲݐݏ ,ݍ)ܿ (ݐ,ܿ, is equal to one if a capacity expansion of size ݍ is assigned to gas pipeline499

from compressor station ܿ to gas plant  during period ;ݐ the binary variable is equal to500

zero otherwise. Equation Error! Reference source not found. guarantees that up to one501

size is selected for capacity expansions of gas pipelines from compressor stations to gas502

plants in a single period.503

ܨ )ܲܥݓ݈ (ݐ,ܿ, ≤   ܵ݅ ݁ݖ (ݍ) ∗ ݊ܫ ܲݐݏ ,ݍ)ܿ −ᇱݐ,ܿ, (ௗݐ

∈௩௧ᇲஸ௧

∀ ( )|(ܿ, (ܿ, ∈ ݐ,݈ܿ (36)

504

 ݊ܫ ܲݐݏ ,ݍ)ܿ (ݐ,ܿ,

∈௩

≤ 1 ∀ ( )|(ܿ, (ܿ, ∈ ݐ,݈ܿ (37)

505

3.4.6 Gas pipeline capacities: Well-pads to gas plants506

The capacity constraint for gas pipelines from well-pads to gas plants is expressed507

in Equation Error! Reference source not found.. The binary variable ݊ܫ ܲݐݏ ݓ,ݍ)ݓ (ݐ,, is508

equal to one if a capacity expansion of size q is assigned to gas pipeline from well-pad ݓ to509

gas plant  during period ;ݐ the binary variable is equal to zero otherwise. Equation510

Error! Reference source not found. guarantees that up to one size is selected for capacity511

expansions of gas pipelines between well-pads and gas plants in a single period.512

ܨ ܹݓ݈ ݓ)ܲ (ݐ,, ≤   ܵ݅ ݁ݖ (ݍ) ∗ ݊ܫ ܲݐݏ ݓ,ݍ)ݓ −ᇱݐ,, (ௗݐ

∈௩௧ᇲஸ௧

∀ ݓ) ݓ)|(, (, ∈ ݐ,݈ݓ (38)

513

 ݊ܫ ܲݐݏ ݓ,ݍ)ݓ (ݐ,,

∈௩

≤ 1 ∀ ݓ) ݓ)|(, (, ∈ ݐ,݈ݓ (39)

514

3.4.7 Capital and operating expenditures515

Capital expenditures for new gas pipelines are calculated using Equation516

Error! Reference source not found.. Parameters ܥ ݁ܽ ܲݔ ݓ ݓܿ) , (ݍܿ, and ܥ ݁ܽ ܲݔ ݓ)ݓ 517(ݍ,,

are related to capital expenditures for gas pipelines from well-pads to compressor stations518

and from well-pads to gas plants, respectively. Similarly, parameters ܥ ݁ܽ ܲݔ ܿܿ ( ,ܿ (ݍ,ܿ′ and519
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ܥ ݁ܽ ܲݔ )ܿ (ݍ,ܿ, are related to capital expenditures for gas pipelines between compressor520

stations and from compressor stations to gas plants, respectively. Capital expenditures for521

compressor stations are estimated using Equation Error! Reference source not found.,522

where parameter ܥ ݁ܽ ݉ܥݔ (݉ , )ܿ represents the Capex for compressor stations as function523

of their capacities. In addition, operating expenditures for compressor stations are524

estimated in terms of total output gas flow, as stated in Equation525

Error! Reference source not found.. The parameter ܱ݁ ݉ܥݔ ( )ܿ is defined as the unit526

operating expenditures for compressor stations.527

ܥ ݁ܽ ܲݔ (ݐ)ܫ =    ܥ ݁ܽ ܲݔ ݓ ݓܿ) , (ݍܿ, ∗ ݊ܫ ܲݐݏ ݓ ݓ,ݍܿ) , (ݐܿ,

∈௩|(௪ ,)∈௪௪

+    ܥ ݁ܽ ܲݔ ݓ)ݓ (ݍ,, ∗ ݊ܫ ܲݐݏ ݓ,ݍ)ݓ (ݐ,,

∈௩|(௪ ,)∈௪௪

+    ܥ ݁ܽ ܲݔ ܿܿ ( ,ܿ (ݍ,ܿ′ ∗ ݊ܫ ܲݐݏ ܿܿ ,ݍ) ,ܿ (ݐ,ܿ′

∈௩ᇱ|(,ᇱ)∈

+    ܥ ݁ܽ ܲݔ )ܿ (ݍ,ܿ, ∗ ݊ܫ ܲݐݏ ,ݍ)ܿ (ݐ,ܿ,

∈௩|(,)∈

∀ ݐ

(40)

528

ܥ ݁ܽ (ݐ)ܱܥݔ =   ܥ ݁ܽ ݉ܥݔ (݉ , )ܿ ∗ ݊ܫ ݉)ܥݐݏ , (ݐܿ,



∀ ݐ (41)

529

ܱ݁ (ݐ)ܱܥݔ =  ܱ݁ ݉ܥݔ ( )ܿ



∗ ቌ  ܨ )ܥܥݓ݈ ,ܿܿᇱ,ݐ)

ᇱ|(,ᇱ)∈

+  ܨ )ܲܥݓ݈ (ݐ,ܿ,

|(,)∈

ቍ ∀ ݐ

(42)

530

3.5 Wastewater treatment plants531

Wastewater recovered from well-pads can be treated in water plants to meet quality532

requirements either for re-use or recycling. Moreover, wastewater and treated water can533

be stored in tanks located in water plants in order to be treated or used when needed. The534

corresponding layout of the water treatment process is presented in Figure 3.535

3.5.1 Maximum treatment capacity and specifications for wastewater536

The amount of wastewater that can be processed by a plant, ܹ ݁ܽݐ ܿݎܲ (ℎ,ݐ), is537

limited by the water plant capacity which is equal to the cumulative capacity expansion538
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from the first period until period −ᇱݐ ;ݐ this constraint is defined in Equation539

Error! Reference source not found.. The parameter ܵ݅ ݁ݖ ℎ( )݇ represents the potential540

sizes for capacity expansions of water treatment plants. The scalar ݐ represents the lead541

time for water treatment plant construction. The binary variable ݊ܫ )ܪݐݏ ,݇ ℎ,ݐ) is equal to542

one if a capacity expansion of size ݇ is assigned to plant ℎ during period ,ݐ the binary543

variable is equal to zero otherwise. Equation Error! Reference source not found. ensures544

that no more than one size is assigned to capacity expansions of a specific plant in a given545

time period.546

ܹ ݁ܽݐ ܿݎܲ (ℎ,ݐ) ≤   ܵ݅ ݁ݖ ℎ( )݇ ∗ ݊ܫ )ܪݐݏ ,݇ℎ,ݐᇱ− (ݐ

௧ᇲஸ௧

∀ ℎ,ݐ (43)

547

 ݊ܫ )ܪݐݏ ,݇ℎ,ݐ)



≤ 1 ∀ ℎ,ݐ (44)

548

Likewise, wastewater has to meet some specifications (i.e maximum TDS549

concentration) in order to be treated by a specific treatment plant, depending on its550

technology (i.e. distillation, crystallization, and reverse osmosis). In order to simplify the551

mathematical formulation to be linear, the restriction on the maximum TDS concentration552

treatable by a certain technology is imposed before the input tank shown in Figure 3. This553

is modeled by the Equation Error! Reference source not found. that accounts for the554

specification on the maximum TDS concentration on wastewater. The parameters ܦܶ 555(ݓ)ܵݓ

and ܯ ܶܽݔ ܦ (ℎ)ܵݐ represent the TDS concentration in wastewater from each well-pad and556

the maximum TDS concentration that each treatment plant can handle, respectively. In this557

formulation only the specification for TDS concentration is considered. However, the558

formulation can be easily extended to account for the treatment of additional559

contaminants.560

 ܦܶ (ݓ)ܵݓ ∗ ܨ ܹݓ݈ ݓ)ܪ , ℎ,ݐ)

௪ |(,௪ )∈௪

≤ ܯ ܶܽݔ ܦ (ℎ)ܵݐ ∗  ܨ ܹݓ݈ ݓ)ܪ , ℎ,ݐ)

௪ |(,௪ )∈௪

∀ ℎ,ݐ (45)

561

It is worth mentioning that although the linear version of the maximum TDS562

constraint is an approximation, it ensures that the technical limitations of a plant operating563
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with a certain technology are still valid. If a more general formulation is required, then564

Equation Error! Reference source not found. should be replaced by Equations565

Error! Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source not found.. In this566

case, the variable ܦܶ (ܵℎ,ݐ) is introduced to account for the TDS concentration in the input567

tank, which is equal to the TDS concentration in the stream ܹ ݁ܽݐ ܿݎܲ (ℎ,ݐ). The material568

balance for the input tank is presented in Equation Error! Reference source not found..569

The right and left-hand side of this equation introduces a nonlinearity due to the product of570

the TDS concentration and the variables ܴ ݊ܽܶܽݓ (݇ℎ,ݐ) and ܹ ݁ܽݐ ܿݎܲ (ℎ,ݐ). The maximum571

TDS concentration that can be processed by a plant is expressed by the Equation572

Error! Reference source not found.. The variable ܴ ݊ܽܶܽݓ (݇ℎ,ݐ) refers to the quantity of573

water stored in inlet tank associated with water plant ℎ in period 574.ݐ

575

 ܦܶ (ݓ)ܵݓ ∗ ܨ ܹݓ݈ ݓ)ܪ ,ℎ,ݐ)

௪ |(,௪ )∈௪

+ ܦܶ (ܵℎ,ݐ− 1) ∗ ܴ ݊ܽܶܽݓ (݇ℎ,ݐ− 1)

≤ ܦܶ (ܵℎ,ݐ) ∗ (ܴ ݊ܽܶܽݓ (݇ℎ,ݐ) + ܹ ݁ܽݐ ܿݎܲ (ℎ,ݐ)) ∀ ℎ,ݐ

(46)

576

ܦܶ (ܵℎ,ݐ) ≤ ܯ ܶܽݔ ܦ (ܵℎ) ∀ ℎ,ݐ (47)
577

3.5.2 Material balance578

Tanks for storage of wastewater are included in the formulation as an optional step579

before the water treatment process. The corresponding material balance is presented in580

Equation Error! Reference source not found.. The storage of wastewater is limited by the581

maximum capacity of a tank, ܴ ܥܽݓ )ܽ )݇, and conditioned on the availability of a water582

plant represented by the binary variable ݊ܫ )ܪݐݏ ,݇ ℎ,ݐᇱ− ;(ݐ this is modelled by means of583

equation Error! Reference source not found.. The material balance across water plants is584

described in Equation Error! Reference source not found., where set ℎ݈ݏ defines the585

linkage between water treatment plants and disposal sites. The variable ܨ ܪݓ݈ (ܵℎ,ݐ,ݏ)586

defines the flow rate of treated water from plant ℎ to disposal site duringݏ period .ݐ The587

water recovery factor for each water treatment plant is defined by the parameter ߰(ℎ). In588

addition, variable ܹ ݁ܽݐ ܶܽ݊ (݇ℎ,ݐ) is defined as the volume of treated water that remains in589

the storage tank associated with plant ℎ at the end of period .ݐ Since storage tanks have590
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finite capacities, Equation Error! Reference source not found. guarantees that water591

storage capacities are not exceeded. The parameter ܶܽ݊ ݇ܥ )ܽ )݇ represents the potential592

capacities for expansions of storage tanks in water plants.593

594

 ܨ ܹݓ݈ ݓ)ܪ ,ℎ,ݐ)

௪ |(,௪ )∈௪

+ ܴ ݊ܽܶܽݓ (݇ℎ,ݐ− 1) = ܹ ݁ܽݐ ܿݎܲ (ℎ,ݐ) + ܴ ݊ܽܶܽݓ (݇ℎ,ݐ) ∀ ℎ,ݐ (48)

595

ܴ ݊ܽܶܽݓ (݇ℎ,ݐ) =   ܴ ܥܽݓ )ܽ )݇ ∗ ݊ܫ )ܪݐݏ ,݇ℎ,ݐᇱ− (ݐ

௧ᇱஸ௧

∀ ℎ,ݐ (49)

596

߰(ℎ) ∗ ܹ ݁ܽݐ ܿݎܲ (ℎ,ݐ) + ܹ ݁ܽݐ ܶܽ݊ (݇ℎ,ݐ− 1)

=  ܨ ܹݓ݈ ݓ,ℎ)ܪ (ݐ,

௪ |(,௪ )∈௪

+  ܨ ܪݓ݈ (ܵℎ,ݐ,ݏ)

௦|(,௦)∈௦

+ ܹ ݁ܽݐ ܶܽ݊ (݇ℎ,ݐ) ∀ ℎ,ݐ

(50)

597

ܹ ݁ܽݐ ܶܽ݊ (݇ℎ,ݐ) ≤   ܶܽ݊ ݇ܥ )ܽ )݇ ∗ ݊ܫ )ܪݐݏ ,݇ℎ,ݐᇱ− (ݐ

௧ᇱஸ௧

∀ ℎ,ݐ (51)

598

3.5.3 Treated water transportation costs599

The costs related to water transportation from water treatment plants to well-pads600

are estimated using Equation (52). The parameter  ,CostRech h w represents the unit601

transportation cost for treated water from plant h to well-pad w . Moreover, the cost602

related to water transportation from water treatment plants to disposal sites is given by603

Equation (53), where the parameter  ,CostRecs h s represents the unit transportation cost604

for treated water from treatment water plants to disposal sites.605

     
( , )

, * , ,
h w h w lhw

CostHW t CostRech h w FlowHW h w t t


   (52)606

     
( , )

, * , ,
h s h s lhs

CostHS t CostRecs h s FlowHS h s t t


   (53)607
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3.5.4 Capital and operating expenditures608

Capital expenditures associated with the installation of new water treatment plants609

are estimated using Equation (54). The parameter  ,CapexWate k h defines the capital cost610

for potential capacities of water treatment plants. Operating expenditures are estimated as611

described in Equation (55), where the parameter  OpexWate h represents the operating612

cost associated to plant h .613

     , * ,
h k

CapexWA t CapexWate k h InstH h t t  (54)614

     
( , )

* , ,
h w h w lhw

OpexWA t OpexWate h FlowWH w h t t


   (55)615

616

3.6 Gas treatment plants617

In order to deliver gas and liquid products to final customers, the raw gas needs to618

be treated and separated in gas processing plants.619

3.6.1 Processing capacity620

The gas processing capacity is defined as the cumulative capacity expansion from621

the first period until period gt t , as expressed in capacity constraint defined in Equation622

(56). The parameter  Sizeg g defines the potential capacities for installation and expansion623

of gas plant. The scalar gt accounts for the lead-time for construction of gas plants. The624

binary variable  , ,InstG g p t is equal to one if a capacity expansion of size g is assigned to625

plant p during period t , the binary variable is equal to zero otherwise. Equation (57)626

ensures that capacity expansions take only one size at a time. If the supply chain model is627

forced to choose only one gas processing plant, Equations (58) and (59) should be added to628

the mathematical formulation. Binary variable  PlanSite p is equal to 1 is a gas processing629

plant p is selected: the binary variable is equal zero otherwise. Additionally, the scalar630

MaxExp denotes the maximum number of expansions that is allowed for gas processing631

plants.632
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( , ) ( , )

'

, , , ,

* , , ' ,

w w p lwp c c p lcp

g
t t g

FlowWP w p t FlowCP c p t

Sizeg g InstG g p t t p t

 



 

 

 


(56)633

 , , 1 ,
g

InstG g p t p t  (57)634

  1
p

PlanSite p  (58)635

   , , *
t g

InstG g p t MaxExp PlanSite p p  (59)636

637

638

3.6.2 Material balance639

The material balance for gas plants is given by Equation (60). As defined in previous640

sections, terms  , ,CompW i w t and  , ,CompC i c t are related to the composition of shale gas641

streams from well-pads and compressor stations, respectively. These terms can be642

constants in the case that shale gas composition is considered to be constant everywhere643

and over the planning time. Nevertheless, in the general case these terms will be variable644

and thus Equation (60) becomes bilinear. The parameter  ,i p accounts for the645

separation efficiency in gas plants. The linkage between gas components and demand646

centers is defined by the set lij . The variable  , , ,FlowPJ p i j t denotes the flow rate of647

component i from gas plant p to demand center j during period t. If only one gas plant is648

allowed to be installed, then the material balance across the gas plants is reduced to649

Equation (61), which is linear.650

 

   

   
 

( , )

3

( , )

, , * , ,

, * , , , , ,
, , * , ,

c c p lcp

j j lij

w w p lwp

CompC i c t FlowCP c p t

i p FlowPJ p i j t i i C p t
CompW i w t FlowWP w p t









 
 

   
 
 





(60)651

      3, * , , , , , , ,
w j j lij

i p Prod i w t FlowPJ p i j t i i C p t 


    (61)652
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3.6.3 Income from selling C3+ at gas processing plant locations653

As was mentioned before, C3+ hydrocarbons are assumed to be sold at gas654

processing plant locations. Equations (62) and (63) are used to calculate the revenue from655

selling C3+ hydrocarbons for the general case (variable composition) and the case with only656

one gas processing plant , respectively. The parameter  3 ,PriceC p t represents the prices657

of C3+ hydrocarbons at gas processing plant p during period t .658

659
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3

3
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3
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(62)660

       3 33 , * ' ', * ' ', ,
p w

ReveC t Price p t C p Prod C w t t     (63)661

662

663

664

3.6.4 Capital and operating expenditures665

Capital and operating expenditures for gas processing plants are estimated using666

Equations (64) and (65), respectively. The parameter  ,CapexGas g p represents capital667

investment for potential capacities of gas plants. Similarly, parameter  OpexGas p668

represents the unit operating expenditures for gas plants.669

     , * ,
p g

CapexGA t CapexGas g p InstG p t t  (64)670

       
( , ) ( , )

* , , , ,
p w w p lwp c c p lcp

OpexGA t OpexGas p FlowWP w p t FlowCP c p t t
 

 
    

 
   (65)671

672

673
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3.7 Product pipelines and Demand centers674

Final products can be transported to demand centers through either gas or liquid675

pipelines, depending on the nature of the final product that is required.676

3.7.1 Capacity for product pipelines between gas plants and demand centers677

Capacity constraint for gas pipelines between gas plants and demand centers is678

defined in Equation (66). Similarly, Equation (67) defines the capacity constraint for liquid679

pipelines between gas plants and demand centers. Equation (68) is used to guarantee that680

no more than one size is selected for capacity expansions of a specific pipeline from gas681

plants to demand centers during a given time period. The parameter  Sizepl u defines682

potential sizes for liquid pipelines, where set u defines the sizes available for liquid683

pipelines. The variable  , , ,InstPpj q p j t is equal to one if a capacity expansion of size q is684

assigned to gas pipeline from gas plant p to demand center j during period t , the binary685

variable is equal to zero otherwise. Demand centers associated to gas products are defined686

by set jg , while demand centers associated with liquid products are defined by set jl . It is687

assumed here that each demand center is associated with only one product.688

     
( , ) '

, , , * , , , ' , ,d
i i j lij t t q v

FlowPJ p i j t Sizep q InstPpj q p j t t p j j jg t
  

     (66)689

     
( , ) '

, , , * , , , ' , ,d
i i j lij t t q u

FlowPJ p i j t Sizepl q InstPpj q p j t t p j j jl t
  

     (67)690

 , , , 1 , ,
q

InstPpj q p j t p j t  (68)691

3.7.2 Capital expenditures and final product demands692

Capital expenditures for pipelines transporting final products are estimated from693

Equation (69). The parameter  , ,CapexPpj p j q represents capital investment for product694

pipelines. Equation (70) ensures that final product flows do not exceed maximum demand695

for final products in any demand center during each time period. Product demand is696

denoted by the parameter  ,Dem j t .697

     , , * , , ,
p j q

CapexPJ t CapexPpj p j q InstPpj q p j t t  (69)698
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( , )

, , , , ,
i i j lij p

FlowPJ p i j t Dem j t j t


   (70)699

700

3.8 Disposal sites701

There are different types of water disposal sites, for instance, rivers and injection702

sites. Each disposal site can have limitations in terms of capacity, as stated in Equation (71).703

The parameter  ,CapDis s t represents the capacities for disposal sites. In addition, some of704

those disposal sites can entail operating expenditures, as is the case for underground705

injection sites. Operating expenditures for disposal sites are estimated by using Equation706

(72), where operating cost are represented by parameter  OpexDis s . It is important to707

clarify that, only certain water treatment plants can discharge water into rivers, this708

depends on their technology and on the water quality constraints for disposal established709

by local regulations.710

     , , , , , ,
w w lws h h lhs

FlowWS w s t FlowHS h s t CapDis s t s t
 

    (71)711

       * , , , ,
s w w lws h h lhs

OpexDI t OpexDis s FlowWS w s t FlowHS h s t t
 

 
    

 
   (72)712

3.9 Model summary713

There are two particular cases where the shale gas supply chain optimization model714

described above becomes a Mixed Integer Programming (MILP) problem. First, when shale715

gas composition is considered constant across the shale formation and over the planning716

time, then the bilinear terms associated with the estimation of compositions in the outlet717

stream of the compressors are not required in the model formulation. Therefore, the718

optimization model becomes MILP. Secondly, in the case where no more than one gas719

processing plant is allowed, the estimation of the output compositions in the compressors720

is not necessary. Instead, component flows are used in the material balances associated721

with the gas processing units. Consequently, despite of the fact that the gas composition722

could be variable, the optimization model will remain as a MILP.723
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It was pointed out in the previous sections, that the shale gas composition could724

depend on well-pad location and/or well-pad age. In this case, the shale gas composition in725

outlet streams from well-pads and compressor stations are variables. Additionally, the TDS726

concentration on wastewater can vary not only spatially but also temporally. In this case,727

TDS concentration associated with wastewater from well-pads is a variable rather than a728

parameter. In other words, parameter  TDSw w becomes variable  ,TDSw w t , which can be729

estimated as function of the binary variable  , ,WellDes d w t using an expression similar to730

equation Error! Reference source not found.. In the general case, the model would be731

classified as a Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programming (MINLP) problem given that bilinear732

terms are present in the mathematical model. These bilinear terms, which are nonconvex,733

are due to the product of two continuous variables, flow rates and either gas composition734

or TDS concentration. Therefore, the model can be classified as a Mixed Integer Bilinear735

Programing problem, which is a subclass of Mixed Integer Quadratically Constrained736

Programing (MIQCP) problems. These types of optimization problems can be transformed737

into a MILP problem by the convexification of bilinear products, for instance, through738

convex hull approximation of the bilinear terms (McCormick 1976; Sherali and Adams739

1994; Wicaksono and Karimi 2008; Castro 2015). The solution to this sub-problem740

provides an upper bound to the original MIQCP problem and an iterative solution approach741

is needed in order to get a solution close enough to the global optima. Although solvers like742

DICOPT (Duran and Grossmann 1986) and SBB (Bussieck and Drud 2001) can be used to743

solve the original MIQCP problem, those solvers can lead to local optimal solutions in most744

cases. Finally, global optimization solvers like ANTIGONE (actually GloMIQO) (Misener and745

Floudas 2012, 2014), BARON (Tawarmalani and Sahinidis 2005; Sahinidis 2014), and746

LindoGlobal (Lin and Schrage 2009) can be used at the expense of high computational747

times. Since there is a trade-off between solution quality and computational cost, it is748

appropriate to test all those options in order to define the more effective approach to solve749

the MIQCP optimization problem. Finally, all of the possible models that can result from the750

mathematical formulation for shale gas supply chain optimization are summarized in Table751

2.752
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4 Model implementation753

This section describes the implementation of the optimization framework proposed in754

this work. First, a workflow for the integration of the different components considered in755

the framework is presented. Then, the applicability of the proposed framework is756

demonstrated by its implementation in a case study in which the linear version of the757

model is implemented to optimize the shale gas supply chain for a shale formation where758

the gas composition is kept constant. A second case study is reported that illustrates the759

relevancy of the MIQCP model in which nonlinear TDS balance in water treatment plants760

are included and the gas composition changes across the shale formation and with time.761

762

4.1 Workflow763

764

Based on the description of shale gas supply chain problem presented in sections 2 and765

3, we propose a workflow (see Figure 4) for the implementation of the optimization766

framework for the design and planning of the shale gas supply chain. The workflow merges767

three elements: Input data, optimization model, and output data. The input data refers to768

the infrastructure and parameters associated with the shale gas supply chain, market769

conditions, and water management. The input data is arranged in three different segments,770

as follows: (1) Reservoir simulation, which is a robust tool that allows the study of the771

influence of formation properties along with well-pad designs on production profiles. This772

component generates information regarding water demand, and gas and water production773

profiles for each well-pad design and location. (2) Transportation and processing units,774

which refers to the potential shale gas supply chain network, as well as capacity, Capex and775

Opex for each transportation and processing unit in the network. (3) Water resources776

availability, which requires the use of georeferenced data regarding water availability and777

quality at each potential fresh water source, potential water injection and disposal sites,778

and regional constraints on water management. The optimization model refers to any779

variant of the mathematical formulation presented in section 3 and summarized in Table 2.780

The output data, derived from the solution of the optimization model, include information781

regarding the optimal drilling strategy, shale gas supply chain infrastructure, and the782
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investment plan. Finally, in order to automate the implementation of the framework, the783

workflow was combined into an Excel-GAMS interface, where all the input data is in Excel,784

which is linked to a symbolic optimization model coded in GAMS. After solving the785

optimization model, the output data is sent back to Excel, where the analysis of the optimal786

solution is carried out.787

4.2 Case studies788

789

The following two case studies (A and B) illustrate some of the capabilities of the790

proposed optimization framework. The infrastructure for the case studies was specified791

based on the Middle Magdalena Valley Basin, which is a prospective shale play in Colombia.792

The case studies were developed following the workflow discussed in section 4.1. The793

infrastructure consists of 5 potential well-pads, 3 freshwater sources, 2 compressor794

stations (2 sizes each), 1 water treatment plants (3 sizes) with primary treatment795

technology, 1 water treatment plants (3 sizes) with secondary treatment technology, 2 gas796

processing plants (3 sizes), 1 injection site, 2 disposal sites, and 3 demand centers. The797

planning period has a 10 year time horizon divided into 40 quarters.798

In this work, the design of the well-pads follows the methodology presented by the799

authors in Calderón et al. 2015, where 18 different well-pad designs or configurations were800

simulated on a widely used commercial software and their performance was addressed for801

the prospective shale play studied in this work. Two well-pads configurations were chosen802

with complementary economic and environmental performance. As an economic attractive803

well-pad design, we use a configuration composed by 14 wells, with a horizontal length of804

9,000 ft and fracture stages spaced every 200 ft. This design is labeled as “MaxNPV”. The805

second well-pad design is chosen based on environmental criteria in terms of minimum806

water intensity (gallons) per total gas production in energy units (MM Btu). This design,807

labeled as “MinWI”, is composed by 6 wells, with a horizontal length of 5,000 ft and fracture808

stages spaced every 200 ft.809

The potential transport and processing infrastructures for gas and water supply chains810

(see Figure 5) was generated using ArcGIS® 10.2 (ESRI 2014), which is a geographic811
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information system. Five well-pads are connected either to a compression station or812

directly to the gas treatment facilities. The compressor stations 1 and 2 send the raw gas to813

gas treatment plants 1 and 2, respectively. A pipeline connecting the compressor 2 with the814

compressor 1 is added in order to allow the transportation of gas from the right-hand side815

of the area (see Figure 5) to the gas plant 1 in case the gas plant 2 is not installed. Similarly,816

a connection between compressor 1 and gas plant 2 is added to allow the transportation of817

gas produced by well-pads W1 and W4 to gas plant 2 in case the gas plant 1 is not installed.818

The final products are sent to the demand centers. In this case, we consider as demand819

centers three injection points located along the National pipeline network in Colombia. The820

methane fraction produced in gas plant 1 and 2, can be delivered to two different injection821

points in the southwest or southeast, respectively. These injection points are subsequently822

connected to several gas-based power plants. Only one common point placed in north of823

the shale play is included for ethane injection. This point is indirectly connected to a824

petrochemical plant. The prices of the final products were based on information from the825

Colombian Mining and Energy Planning Unit-UPME (http://www1.upme.gov.co/). The826

reported data indicate significant variations in the price of methane along the planning827

time. Initially, the methane price is set to 4,146 $/MMSCF. Although the price drops in828

some of the subsequent periods, in general it increases up to 8,293 $/MMSCF in the last829

period. The variability in gas prices is driven by the dynamics of the local gas market. It has830

been forecast that Colombia will face a transition in gas supply, from a self-sufficient gas831

supply at the very beginning of the time horizon (the first three or four years) towards a832

scenario of net gas importer in the following years. This transition explains the higher gas833

prices in the last years of the time horizon, see Figure 6. The ethane price was set constant834

at 0.4762 $/gallon, and an average price of 1.1 $/gallon was used for C3+ products.835

The potential infrastructure of the water supply chain was based on a road network836

connecting the different water sources with the demand points and the treatment facility837

locations. Three rivers supply fresh water for drilling and fracturing the well-pads. It is838

important to clarify that the cost of fresh water acquisition at the source is not considered839

here, i.e. there is no charge for fresh water sources, as according to the Colombian840

regulations, there is not extra charges for extraction of fresh water from rivers. This841
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contrasts with the United States case where the regulation contemplates both usage842

charges and access charges (http://www.water.nsw.gov.au/water-management/fees-and-843

charges). The fresh water availability in rivers I, II and III were estimated based on844

hydrological balances carried out in ArcGIS. The hydrological balances incorporate845

historical data about precipitation, evapotranspiration, infiltration, and downstream846

demand as well as additional future downstream water demand. The results from the847

hydrological balances revealed a monomodal rainfall pattern in the region under study,848

with high precipitation in quarter 3 of each year. This phenomenon is reflected in the849

availability of fresh water resources. For the dry season, the first quarter of the year, the850

available water was estimated to be about 50% of the available water in the rainy season.851

For the second and fourth quarter, this percentage was set at 75%. The total dissolved852

solids (TDS) concentration in water for the rivers I, II and III were set at 130, 150 and 140853

mg/l, respectively. The TDS in the produced water was assumed to be different in each854

well-pad ranging between 34,300 and 106,700 mg/l. Well-pads W2 and W3 produce855

wastewater with TDS concentration of 34,335 and 36,671 mg/L, respectively. This is a856

relatively good quality wastewater, since only primary treatment is required to treat this857

wastewater for re-use in future fracturing operations at other well-pad locations. On the858

other hand, well-pads W1, W4, and W5 produce wastewater with TDS concentration of859

53,082, 106,775, and 79,765 mg/L, respectively. This is a relatively poor quality860

wastewater. For instance, dilution with good quality wastewater is required for re-use861

treatment, which constraint the amount of wastewater from well-pads W1, W4, and W5862

that can be treated. Alternatively, secondary treatment can be used in order to recycle863

wastewater from the aforementioned well-pads but water treatment cost will increase864

significantly. The wastewater from well-pad locations can be sent by truck to any of the two865

water treatment facilities. Alternatively, the wastewater can also be sent for deep injection866

into an adequate well located towards the north of the shale play. The treated water can be867

re-used or recycled and used for fracturing operations in new well-pads or discharged into868

rivers I and II. Water trucking is the only transportation mode considered, although869

additional modes can be included if necessary. As a reference, typical economic information870

related to the development of shale gas resources and its corresponding water871

management is presented in Table 3. Details regarding the estimation of capital and872
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operational expenditures for gas and water transport and processing units as well as873

wastewater quality, i.e. TDS concentration, are presented in Table 4. The capital cost and874

operating cost for transporting and processing units were based on Aspen Hysys®, Aspen875

Capital Cost Estimator®, and information from Colombian companies. Information876

regarding the local companies is not provided due to confidential agreements. The877

optimization problems were solved using GAMS 24.4.1. The MILP problem (Case Study A)878

was solved with CPLEX 12.6.1. Additionally, the MIQCP problem (Case Study B) was solved879

with ANTIGONE 1.1 (GloMIQO 2.3), using CPLEX 12.6.1 for solving MILP relaxations and880

CONOPT 3.16D as the nonlinear programming (NLP) solver. All runs were performed on a881

Dell OptiPlex 7010 with Intel® Core™ i7-3770 CPU @3.40 GHz and 16 GB RAM running882

Windows 7® Enterprise (64-bit operating system). The optimality gap was set to less than883

or equal to 1% for all cases.884

885

4.2.1 Case Study A: Constant gas composition886

887

In Case Study A, the composition of the raw gas; composed of methane, ethane and888

heavier hydrocarbons (C3+), is considered to be constant across the field. This case889

corresponds to a simplification of the general formulation, which consists of the equations890

associated with the “constant gas composition” case listed in Table 2. Therefore, the891

optimization problem solved in this case study corresponds to a MILP model. This model892

was solved to optimality with CEPLEX in ~2.12 minutes with a final optimality gap of about893

1%. The corresponding model statistics are summarized in Table 5. The optimal NPV was894

about $26.04 million which corresponds to a net profit of 0.094 $/MMBtu. This margin is895

expected to increase as more potential well-pads are considered for the exploitation of the896

play. The values for Capex, Opex, royalties and taxes are discounted to the first period and897

the total cost breakdown is presented in Figure 7. Capex has a share of 71.9% of the total898

cost, followed by taxes with 14.3% and finally royalties and Opex with 8.1% and 5.6%,899

respectively. These results reflect a well-known fact of the shale gas industry, in which the900

finances are dominated by the capital investment component in comparison to the901

operating costs. The breakeven gas price, defined here as the ratio between total902
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expenditures (Capex plus Opex including water transportation cost) and total gas903

production, was found to be 4.08 $/ MMBtu.904

In total, 3 well-pads were drilled and fractured with a MaxNPV design (well-pads W2,905

W3 and W5), and 2 well-pads were put in operation with a MinWI design (well-pads W1906

and W4). In total, 54 wells were drilled and fractured during the planning horizon. The907

wastewater from the well-pads W2 and W3 has low TDS concentration below 50,000 mg/l,908

which allows higher water production, and therefore higher gas production, without909

affecting the technology selected for its treatment. The well-pad W4 produces wastewater910

with high TDS concentration around 107,000 mg/L, so low wastewater production is911

desirable in order to reduce the cost of treatment and therefore a MinWI design was912

selected. In the case of well-pads W1 and W5, with TDS around 53,000 mg/L and 80,000913

mg/L, respectively, this situation does not apply and it seems that the distance from the914

well-pads to the gas treatment facility, which is directly related to investment and915

operating cost of the gas transportation, is the determining factor. The corresponding916

drilling scheme of the selected designs is shown in Figure 8. The well-pad W2 is drilled first917

in period 11; then well-pads W3, W4 and W1 are drilled successively in periods 12, 13 and918

14, respectively. Finally, the well-pad W5 is drilled in period 20. The total raw gas919

production per period and accumulative production are presented in Figure 9. The gas920

production initiates after period 11 and quickly reaches a peak of 198.6 MMSCFD in period921

15. Next, the gas production decreases steadily for the next 5 periods; at this point the well-922

pad W5 is put in operation which is reflected in an increment of the global production up to923

195.0 MSCFD. The cumulative production indicates that at the end of the planning horizon,924

a total of 278.0 BSCF of raw gas were produced. Accordingly, compressor 2, which is925

connected to well-pads W2 and W3, is installed in advance in period 8 with a capacity of926

300 MMSCFD; in this example it is assumed that it takes 4 periods for a compressor to be927

installed. The production of well-pads W1 and W4 is sent to compressor 1 which is928

installed in period 11 with a capacity of 150 MMSCFD. The selection of the well-pad design929

has a direct impact on the chosen capacity required for both compressors. The reason for930

the delay of the drilling operations can be explained by the higher methane prices at the931

end of the time horizon, almost double of the initial price; thus the drilling schedule tends932
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to take advantage of higher prices at later stages of the planning horizon. Regarding the gas933

treatment facilities, only gas plant 2 was installed in period 8 with a capacity of 200934

MMSCFD; no further expansions were selected for this facility.935

Both water treatment facilities were installed; water treatment plant 1, with primary936

treatment technology, was installed in period 7 and then expanded in period 8. The final937

capacity of this facility is 882,000 gal/day. Water treatment plant 2, with secondary938

treatment technology, was installed in period 8 with a capacity of 441,000 gal/day; no939

subsequent expansions are carried out in this case. The water treatment plant 1 is used to940

process exclusively the wastewater coming from well-pads W1, W3, most of the941

wastewater from well-pad W2, and W4 and a fraction of the wastewater from well-pad W5.942

The water treatment plant 2 processes most of the wastewater from well-pad W5, which943

has a high concentration of TDS and high wastewater production, and part of the944

wastewater from well-pad W2 produced in period 12. In total, 1,472.3 million gallons are945

required to drill and fracture 5 well-pads. The total production of wastewater, composed of946

flowback water and water linked to the shale formation, is around 572.5 million gallons.947

From the wastewater, 347.8 million gallons (60.8%) are processed through primary948

treatment in water plant 1, 188.9 million gallons (33.0%) are processed with secondary949

treatment in water plant 2, and only 35.8 million gallons (6.3%) are sent to deep-injection.950

The water treatment facilities supply in total 221.6 million gallons of treated water for951

drilling and fracturing operations, additional 1,260.8 million gallon of fresh water are952

required to supply the demand. The share of fresh water, in the water supply mix, was953

about 85.6%, while re-use and recycled water accounts for the remaining 14.4% (see954

Figure 7). Finally, in this case study the global water intensity, based essentially on water955

demand, was about 5.30 gallons/MMBtu.956

4.2.2 Case Study B: Spatial and temporal variations in gas composition957

958

In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed framework in dealing with the959

general case of the integrated water management and shale gas supply chain design and960

planning, a further case study which considers the problem without the two assumptions961

made in order to reduce the complexity of the model was executed and the results962
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presented in this section. Specifically, this case study includes the nonlinear constraints for963

the balance of TDS concentration in the raw water tank in water treatment plants as well as964

the nonlinear constraints expressing component mass balances, for spatial and temporal965

variations in gas, in compressor stations and gas processing plants. The presence of these966

constraint families converts the MILP problem to a mixed integer quadratically constrained967

program (MIQCP) as noted in section 3.9. The numerical statistics of the model as well as968

the computational results are shown in Table 6. In this case, bilinear (quadratic) terms are969

present in the model, and therefore the optimization becomes more challenging. As970

mentioned previously, the MIQCP problem was solved using GloMIQO, which reported a971

feasible solution after 70 minutes, the rest of the running time was associated with the972

improvements of the best bound. The optimization process was interrupted when the973

computational time exceeded fifteen hours, at which time the optimality Gap was about974

7%. Besides the solver GloMIQO, the following solvers were tested with default options to975

solve the MIQCP problem: BARON, SCIP, DICOPT, SBB and LINDOGLOBAL. All of them976

reported trivial solution. The NPV for the best feasible solution was about $44.54 million.977

As in the previous cases, Capex has the highest share of the cost breakdown with 72.5% of978

the total cost. Conversely, Opex has the lowest share with a share of 4.7%. Additionally,979

royalties and taxes have a share of 8.2% and 14.6%, respectively. Concerning water supply980

and management, fresh water represents roughly 80.8% of total water supply, while981

treated water supplied by primary and secondary technologies represents 11.6% and982

7.6%, respectively. Around 49.4% of the total wastewater is either re-used or recycled as983

treated water using primary or secondary technology (see Figure 10). The breakeven cost984

was estimated to be 3.93 $/MMBtu and the water intensity around 5.31 gal/MMBtu. Well-985

pad designs with MaxNPV configuration were chosen for well-pads W1, W2, W3, and W5,986

while MinWI well-pad configuration was selected for well-pad W4. In total, 62 wells were987

drilled and fractured during the planning horizon. The selection of a less water intensive988

design for well-pad W4 is due mainly to the higher TDS concentration on wastewater989

associated with this well-pad, as explained previously.990

The drilling schedule is shown in Figure 11. It is observed that the well-pad with the991

highest TDS concentration on wastewater, well-pad W4, is drilled just 1 period after well-992
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pad W2, the well-pad with the lowest TDS concentration. This decision allows the dilution993

of the wastewater stream from well-pad W4 with the wastewater produced at well-pad W2994

in the input tanks at the water treatment facilities. This situation reaffirms that the TDS995

concentration on wastewater is an important factor at planning the drilling and fracturing996

operations on shale formation as well as the water management strategy. Regarding the997

gas transportation and processing, pipelines with intermediate capacities are installed998

between well-pads with MaxNPV configuration and either compressor stations or gas999

treatment plants. The well-pad W4, with MinWI configuration, is connected to compressor1000

station 1 through a pipeline with low capacity. As was pointed out previously in this1001

section, the same pipeline capacity may correspond to different pipeline diameters1002

depending on the distance between the two connected nodes. Additionally, the compressor1003

stations 1 and 2 are connected directly to gas plant 2 through pipelines with intermediate1004

capacities. The compressor stations were installed with low capacity and the gas treatment1005

plant 2 was installed with intermediate capacity. Both water treatment plants are installed1006

at the first quarters of the time horizon. The water treatment plant 1 is installed with high1007

capacity, while water treatment plant 2 is installed initially with low capacity and then1008

expanded three times with high capacity. Methane is delivered from gas plant 2 to the1009

demand center using a pipeline with intermediate capacity, while ethane is delivered using1010

a liquid pipeline with high capacity.1011

This case study also serves to assess the implications of different model formulations1012

for the same problem. A summary of the results for both case studies is presented in Table1013

7. The results show significant differences in the optimal decisions reported by the solvers1014

for the two formulations. In both cases, 5 well-pads were selected; however, in the non-1015

linear case, 4 well-pads were installed with MaxNPV configuration and 1 well-pad with1016

MinWI configuration. By contrast, the results presented for the linear version of the same1017

problem (Case Study A) show that the MaxNPV design was implemented for 3 well-pads1018

and the MaxNPV design was used in 2 well-pads. Accordingly, the total production1019

increased around 21.4% for the non-linear formulation of the problem. The differences in1020

the well-pad designs are due to a more detailed treatment of wastewater storage in the1021

water treatment facilities. This provides more flexibility in water management which1022
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allows higher usage of water for drilling and fracturing operations. Gas production profiles1023

as well as cumulative production for the non-linear formulation are shown in Figure 12.1024

The increase in total gas production has profound consequences on the design of the1025

transportation and processing infrastructure, and therefore in the economic performance1026

of the shale gas field. For instance, the investment in water treatment plants increased1027

95.2% from $2.1 million to $4.1 million; the investment in gas treatment plants is 12.6%1028

higher in the second case and the capital for drilling and fracturing experienced an1029

increment of about 26.5%. The investment in the pipeline network was increased only 6%.1030

On average, the total capital investments in the second case increased around 18.3%.1031

Notably, the total operational costs decreased by 0.9%, which is due largely to the1032

implementation of a different wastewater management scheme. In the linear case, the1033

preferred disposal technology was deep injection of water, whereas the option for1034

discharge into rivers was not selected. Regarding the total water disposal, 35.8 million1035

gallons of water were disposed through deep injection. For the nonlinear case, 71.0 million1036

gallons of treated water were discharge into rivers and only 4.4 million gallons were1037

disposed through deep injection. This resulted in a reduction of 88.4% of the operational1038

costs associated with wastewater management, which compensates for the increase in1039

capital expenditures associated with the use of recycling wastewater treatment1040

technologies. As a consequence, the increase in gas production leads to a 71.0% of increase1041

in the NPV. Finally, the breakeven cost was reduced by 3.7% and the normalized NPV1042

registered a net increase of 40.9%.1043

Certainly, the 5-well-pad problem offers better economic performance when the effects1044

of variable composition and a more rigorous formulation for variable TDS are taken into1045

account. The drastic changes in the wastewater supply chain suggest that the assumptions1046

in the modeling of the wastewater management are the key to understand the different1047

results. The quality of the wastewater; namely TDS concentration, is a determining factor1048

for the design of the wastewater treatment strategy. The technologies for processing1049

wastewater present limitations on the maximum TDS concentration that can be processed.1050

In the case of wastewater streams with high TDS concentration, the non-linear formulation1051

allows their dilution in the input tanks at the water treatment facilities by blending with1052
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wastewater streams that has a lower TDS concentration. Since blending cannot be modeled1053

with a linear formulation, the constraint was imposed before the input tank. This ensures1054

that the technical limitations are still valid, however, it restricts the amount of wastewater1055

that can be processed with high TDS, and therefore the solution opts for well-pad designs1056

with lower wastewater production profiles. Despite the fact that the optimal solution for1057

both cases is different, the results of Case B reaffirm the importance of an integrated1058

approach for the design of the shale gas supply chain. Furthermore, an improved1059

formulation of the water processing facilities allows better management of the wastewater1060

which is reflected on the selected designs of the well-pads and therefore on the global1061

production and economics of the shale gas field. Finally, it is important to observe that a1062

more accurate formulation of the design and planning problem for shale gas supply chain1063

imposes significant challenges from a computational viewpoint. For instance, the MILP1064

problem was solved in about 2.12 minutes with optimality gap of 1%, while around 701065

minutes were required in order to find a feasible solution to the MINLP problem and1066

roughly 15 hours were needed in order to reduce the optimality gap to be around 7%. A1067

further test was carried out in order to reduce the optimality gap for the MINLP model.1068

This test consists in fixing the binary variables associated with the schedule of drilling1069

operations, according to the previous solution provided by GloMIQO, and running the1070

MINLP model again using the same solver in order to reveal new and better solutions to the1071

problem. After ~18.4 hours, the optimal objective function was about $44.96 million, with1072

an optimality gap of about 1.4%. The new objective function represents an increase of1073

about $0.42 million (~0.94%) with respect to the previously reported solution for the same1074

MINLP problem.1075

5 Conclusions1076

This work addressed the evaluation of shale gas resources, focused on the integration1077

of water management with shale gas supply chain design and planning. First, a1078

comprehensive optimization framework that integrates different tools for simulation of1079

unconventional reservoirs, process modeling and simulation, cost analysis, geographic1080

information systems, as well as optimization tools was developed. In its general1081

formulation, the mathematical framework corresponds to a MIQCP problem. Furthermore,1082
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two special cases were derived from the general formulation, which allows reduction in the1083

model complexity for dealing with particular scenarios that can be considered when1084

evaluating shale was resources. Then, the framework was used to solve two case studies in1085

which common operations in the exploitation and development of shale gas resources are1086

considered. It was shown that the cost associated with the development of shale gas1087

resources is driven mainly by capital expenditures, which account for about 71.9% of total1088

cost. The results from Case Study A, with constant gas composition, demonstrated that the1089

schedule of drilling is significantly affected by the methane prices. For instance, the delay of1090

the drilling operations was found to be associated with high methane prices at the end of1091

the time horizon. However, it is important to clarify that high methane prices at the end of1092

the time horizon does not means that production peak should take place in the last periods1093

of the time horizon. Instead, the production peak took place in period 15. The reason for1094

this is that, since we are considering a finite time horizon, the schedule is oriented to offset1095

cumulative gas production with gas prices. Additionally, it was observed that TDS1096

concentration in wastewater has a direct impact on the selection of the well-pad1097

configuration as well as on the schedule of drilling operations. For example, it was1098

observed that well-pads with relatively low TDS concentration are drilled first and then1099

drilling and fracturing operations are carried out in well-pad locations associated with1100

relatively high TDS concentration in wastewater. Moreover, the inclusion of different1101

alternatives for the design of the well-pad in the supply chain design allows a better1102

adapted decision to the production of gas and wastewater. For instance, in most of the1103

locations with poor wastewater quality, more water sensitive designs are chosen. This fact1104

reinforces the importance of the integration of water management with the shale gas1105

supply chain, which has not been addressed in the literature to date. Moreover, the results1106

suggest a close link between the schedule of drilling and fracturing operations and the1107

variability of the methane prices. In Case Study B, it was also demonstrated that the1108

proposed framework can address variations in shale gas composition with time and1109

location as well as wastewater quality issues, i.e. technical restrictions on maximum TDS1110

concentration treatable in water treatment plants. Even though only TDS concentration1111

was taken into account, additional water quality parameters can be easily implemented in1112

the proposed framework. The results from Case Study B confirm the aforementioned1113
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inferences regarding the effect of TDS concentration on the optimal drilling and water1114

management strategy for the development of the shale gas play. Even more important, Case1115

Study B demonstrated the effectiveness of a more accurate problem formulation of the1116

integrated shale gas supply chain with water management considerations. For instance, an1117

increase of about 71% on the NPV associated with the development of a shale gas play with1118

5 potential well-pad locations can be achieved with a problem formulation that accounts1119

for spatial and temporal variations in gas composition as well as for nonlinearities1120

associated with blending wastewater streams in treatment facilities. However, it was also1121

observed that a more accurate formulation entails computational challenges. Therefore, the1122

efficient solution of these problems may require the use of specialized solution approaches1123

that exploit the structure and characteristics of the problem to reduce the complexity of the1124

mathematical model and the computational cost of its solution1125

Finally, the optimal development plan of shale gas resources depends strongly not only1126

on water availability but also on the properties of the shale formation and the market1127

conditions, for instance methane prices. Consequently, the development of stochastic1128

optimization models are required in order to deal with the uncertainties in water1129

availability, gas production profiles, and gas prices. These issues will be addressed in future1130

work.1131

Appendix A. Conversion factors1132

1133

1 kilometer (km) = 0.62 miles1134

1 Cubic foot (ft3) = 7.48 gallons1135

1 Cubic meter (m3) = 264.17 gallons1136

1 Barrel (bbl) = 42.00 gallons1137

1 Standard cubic foot of natural gas (scf) = 1,000.0 Btu1138

Appendix B. Nomenclature1139

1140
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Indices
, 'c c Compressor stations

d Design of well-pads
f Fresh water sources
g Gas treatment plant sizes
h Water plants
i Products
j Demand centers
k Water treatment plant sizes
m Compressor sizes
p Gas plants
q Set of pipeline sizes for gas and liquids products
s Disposal sites
,t t  Time periods

w Well-pads
1141

Sets
jg Set of demand centers of gaseous products
jl Set of demand centers of liquid products

lcc Set of feasible connections between compressor stations c and 'c
lcp Set of feasible connections between compressor stations c and gas

processing plants p

lfw Set of feasible connections between fresh water sources f and well

pads w
lhs Set of feasible connections between water treatment plants h and

disposal sites s
lhw Set of feasible connections between water treatment plants h and

well-pads w
lij Set of feasible connections between products i and demand centers

j

lwc Set of feasible connections between well-pads w and compressor
stations c

lwp Set of feasible connections between well-pads w and gas processing
plants p

lws Set of feasible connections between well-pads w and disposal sites
s

u Set of pipeline sizes for liquid products

v Set of pipeline sizes for gas products

1142
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Scalars
MaxExp Maximum number of expansions for gas processing plants
MaxInv Maximum budget available for investment
MaxTDS Max TDS concentration on water blend for hydraulic fracturing
MaxWell Maximum number of wells that can be drilled per period
roy Royalty rate
tc Lead time for installing a new compressor

td
Lead time for building a pipeline either for liquids or gas
transportation

tg Lead time for installing a new gas treatment plant
th Lead time for installing a new water treatment plant
tx Taxes rate
 Discount rate

1143

Parameters

 ,CapDis s t Maximum capacity for disposal sites s in time period t

 ,CapexCom m c Capital investments for installing compressor c with capacity m

 ,CapexGas g p Capital investments for installing Gas treatment plant p with

capacity g

 , ',CapexPcc c c q Capital investments for installing a pipeline to transport gas from
compressor c to compressor 'c with a diameter size q

 , ,CapexPcp c p q Capital investments for installing a pipeline with size q to transport

gas from compressor c to gas treatment plants p

 , ,CapexPpj p j q Capital investments for installing a pipeline between gas treatment
plants p and demand centers j to transport product type q

 , ,CapexPwc w c q Capital investments for installing a pipeline to transport gas from
well-pad w to compressor c with a diameter size q

 , ,CapexPwp w p q Capital investments for installing a pipeline to transport gas from
well-pad w to gas treatment plants p with a diameter size q

 ,CapexWate k h Capital investments for installing a water treatment plant h with
capacity k

 ,CapexWell d w Capital investments for drilling a well-pad w with a design d

 , , ,Comp i d w t Gas composition of product i for design d in well-pad w and time
period t

 CostAcq f Fresh water cost acquisition for source supplying well-pad

 ,CostFres f w Fresh water cost transportation for source f supplying well-pad w

 ,CostRech h w Water transportation cost from water treatment plants h to well-
pads w

 ,CostRecs h s Water transportation cost from water treatment plants h to
disposal sites s

 ,CostWateh w h Water transportation costs from well-pads w to water treatment

f w
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plants h

 ,CostWates w s Water transportation costs from well-pads w to disposal sites s

 , ,Dem i j t Demand of product i in demand center j in time period t

 , 'Dep t t Depreciation rate for investments in time period t during periods 't

 MaxTDSt h Max TDS concentration in wastewater for treatment in water plant
h

 NumWell d Number of wells per design d

 OpexWell w Operational costs for well-pad w

 OpexCom c Operational costs for compressor c

 OpexDis s Operational costs for water disposal in site s

 OpexGas p Operational costs for gas treatment plant p

 OpexWate h Operational costs for water treatment plant h

 , ,Price i j t Price for products i paid in demand centers j during period t

 3 ,PriceC p t Price for C3+ at location of gas plant p during period t

 RawTankCap k Size discretization for water tanks

 Sizec m Capacity for compressors of size m

 Sizeg g Capacity of water treatment plants of size g

 Sizeh k Capacity of water treatment plants of size k

 Sizep q Size discretization for gas pipelines transportation of size q

 Sizepl q Size discretization for liquids pipelines transportation of size q u

 TankCap k Capacity of water tanks of size k

 TDSf f TDS concentration in fresh water sources f

 TDSh h TDS concentration in treated water from water plant h

 TDSw w TDS concentration in wastewater from well-pads w

 ,WatDem d w Water demand for fracturing depending on design d and well-pad
w

 ,WateAvai f t Maximum fresh water availability at source f in time period t

 , ,WellGas d w t Gas production profiles corresponding to design d at well-pad w in
time period t

 , ,WellWate d w t Water production profiles corresponding to design d in a well-pad
w in time period t

 h Water Recovery factor for water treatment plant h

 ,i p Separation efficiency for product i in gas treatment plant p

1144

Positive continuous Variables
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 Capex t Total capital investments in time period t

 CapexCO t Capital investments for in new compressors during time period t

 CapexGA t Capital investments for new gas treatment plants in time period t

 CapexPI t Capital investments for new pipelines in time period t

 CapexPJ t Capital investments for new pipelines transporting final products in
time period t

 CapexWA t Capital investments for new water treatment plants in time period t

 CapexWE t Capital investments for new well-pads in time period t

 , ,CompC i c t Compressor output composition for product i in compressor c in
time period t

 , ,CompW i w t Well-pad output composition for product i in well-pad w in time
period t

 CostCC t Transportation costs between compressors in time period t

 CostFW t Total transportation costs for fresh water in time period t

 CostHS t Total transportation costs for treated water from water treatment
plants to disposal sites in time period t

 CostHW t Transportation costs from water treatment plants to well-pads in
time period t

 CostWH t Transportation costs from well-pads to water treatment plants in
time period t

 CostWS t Transportation costs from well-pads to disposal sites in time period
t

 , 'Dep t t Depreciation rate factor for investments in time t during periods 't

 , ',FlowCC c c t Gas flow between compressor c and 'c in time period t

 , ,FlowCP c p t Gas flow from a compressor c to a gas treatment plant p in time

period t

 , ,FlowFW f w t Fresh water flow from source f to a well-pad w in time period t

 , ,FlowHS h s t Treated water flow from water treatment plant h to disposal sites
s in time period t

 , ,FlowHW h w t Treated water flow from water treatment plant h to a well-pad w

in time period t

 , , ,FlowPJ p i j t Final products flow from gas treatment plant p sending products i

to final demand centers j in time period t

 , ,FlowWC w c t Gas flow from a well-pad w to a compressor c in time period t

 , ,FlowWH w h t Wastewater flow from well-pad w to water treatment plant h in
time period t

 , ,FlowWP w p t Gas flow from a well-pad w to a gas treatment plant p in time

period t

 , ,FlowWS w s t Wastewater flow from well-pad w to disposal sites s in time period
t
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 Opex t Total operational costs in time period t

 OpexCO t Operational costs for new compressors in time period t

 OpexDI t Operational costs for disposal in time period t

 OpexGA t Operational costs for new gas treatment plants in time period t

 OpexWA t Operational costs for new water treatment plants in time period t

 OpexWC t Operational costs for transportation from well-pads to compressors
in time period t

 OpexWE t Operational costs for new well-pads in time period t

 OpexWP t Operational costs for transportation from well-pads to gas
treatment plants in time period t

 , ,Pro i w t Individual component flow i from well-pad w in time period t

 ,RawTank h t Raw water storage in water treatment plant h in time period t

 3Revec t Income from selling C3+ hydrocarbons at gas processing plant
locations during period t

 Revenue t Revenue in time period t

 Royalty t Royalty in time period t

 ,ShalProd w t Shale gas production profile in well-pad w in time period t

 Taxes t Taxes in time period t

 TransCost t Total water transportation costs in time period t

 ,WateProc h t Raw water processed in water treatment plant h during time
period t

 ,WateProd w t Water production profile in well-pad w in time period t

 ,WateTank h t Treated Water storage in water treatment plant h in time period t

1145

Free continuous variables

 CashFlow t Cash flow after taxes in time period t

NPV Net present value

 Profit t Profit after depreciation and operational costs in time period t

1146

Binary variables

 , ,InstC m c t Equal to 1 if a capacity expansion of size m is selected for a
compressor c in time period t; 0 otherwise

 , ,InstG g p t Equal to 1 if a capacity expansion of size g is selected for a gas

treatment plant p in time period t; 0 otherwise

 , ,InstH k h t Equal to 1 if a capacity expansion of size k is selected for a water
treatment plant h in time period t; 0 otherwise
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 , , ',InstPcc q c c t Equal to 1 if a capacity expansion of size q is selected for a pipeline

connecting a compressor c with a compressor 'c in time period t; 0
otherwise

 , , ,InstPcp q c p t Equal to 1 if a capacity expansion of size q is selected for a pipeline

connecting a compressor c with a gas treatment plant p in time

period t; 0 otherwise

 , , ,InstPpj q p j t Equal to 1 if a capacity expansion of size q is selected for a pipeline

connecting a gas treatment plant p with demand centers j in time

period t; 0 otherwise

 , , ,InstPwc q w c t Equal to 1 if a capacity expansion of size q is selected for a pipeline

connecting a well-pad w with a compressor c in time period t; 0
otherwise

 , , ,InstPwp q w p t Equal to 1 if a capacity expansion of size q is selected for a pipeline

connecting a well-pad w with a gas treatment plant p in time

period t; 0 otherwise

 PlanSite p Equal to 1 is a gas processing plant p is selected, 0 otherwise

 , ,WellDes d w t Equal to 1 if the design d is selected for a well-pad w in time period
t; 0 otherwise
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